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"Uncle Sam Oil Co.'s" Refinery at Cherryvale, Kansas,
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Richard Mans-f'rl- il
sailed today for Kurope on the
transport line steamer.
Atlantic
While Mr Manslleld has been pronounced improved from his nines.,
he has released his company, which
would Indicate that he does not expect to resume acting for a considerable period. He is accompanied by
his family, and will spend a
time abroad.
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Promoter Sold 51.000.000 of
Stock For 5300.000 and
Gets the Money.
DREAM
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KIvJaIYtI1 Ji'KS?H5,,T,IE WYANDOTTE
In Kansas.
Vote Was Light and Knockers Existing Conditions are the Strike of Fabulous Richness
Got In Their Work- - Lack
Worst of Many
is Made In Burro MounKansas City, May 4. After selling bonds sold so he could buy 6,000,000
lng utock
over 1 1.000,000 worth of stock In his barrels of crude
oil at 89 cents, and Postage
of Interest Shown.
Years.
tain District.
"Uncle Sam OH & Renins Co.," Harry store It.
He said that In a few years Net sales of oil
boy promoter of
H. Tncker,
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Tlio Vote Ht 4 O'Ooek
Votes cast 75;
votes probable, 110.
Second Ward Votes cast, 105;
votes probable, 200.
Third Ward Votes cast, 103;
votes probable, 140.
Fourth Ward Votes cast, 195
votes probable, 230.
Total vote in four wards, 478.
Total votes probable, 6H0.
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at Halifax.

Halifax, X. S.. May 4. Three large
liners are believed to
in the vast ice fields
that completely block Cabot strait between Newfoundland and Cape Breton, and other lines of the Montreal
and St. Lawrence service have been
forced to land passengers and freight
in this port after several Ineffectual
attempts to pierce the Impenetrable
barrier.
The Allan line steamer Sardinalan,
which forced her way into this port
yesterday to land 600 passengers, reports that imbedded in the ice fields
are the Allan liner Ontarlan and the
Dominion liner Vancouver.
The Allan liner Lonlan is also believed to be in the ice.
The fields stretch across Cabot
strait for a distance of a little over
fifty miles, and to add to the difficulty
of navigation a thick fog hangs over
tne coast.
Not for years has the opening summer service to Montreal been so badly
delayed as this year. Ice conditions'
of this winter all up and dow n the
coast of the maritime provinces have
been worse than for many seasons,
past, and they have caused great
damage.
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It looks dark for the new city hall.
The knockers the few Albuquerque
has got lu their work today. In ad
dition there was a miserable lack of
interest in the special election to authorize the bond issue for the new
city hall.
The administration committee did
good work with carriages and autos
and brought a largo number 01 voters
to the polls. Unless a heavy vote la
polled late today, the bonds will not
carry.
At 4 o'clock the general opinion
was that despite the house to house
canvas made by the few enemies of
municipal Improvement, nine-tentof the votes cast were in favor of the
new ity hall.
It is to the credit of the leading
business men of the city and the
boosting property owners that a large
number of them went on record at LEVI
HUGHES
the polls for a new city hall.
Albuquerque will yet have the new-cithall but she should have had it
by a rousing big vote at the elec.on
AS TERRITORIAL
today.
Those who worked so earnestly today for the improvement of Albuquerque have earned the thanks of
all who have the interest of the city
at heart.
c
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Douglas, Ariz., May 4. In tonnage
of ore handled at the Copper Queen
smelter the past month has seen all
records broken, 106,000 tons of ore
and flux having been run into the
smelter. This is the greatest tonnage
handled In the history of the Copper
Queen here.
During the month over 9,500,000
pounds of copper was produced as
against a production of over ten million for March. That the nroduction
in April did not come up to that of!
March is due to he fact hat low
grade ore was used almost Wiclusive- iy.
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Jr., he
he could sell it for $2 to $3 a barrel, Paid for oil In royai- Kaunas, will have to answer for his
FIGl-UKmethods to Uncle Sam himself.
'. '.
'.
niOM VXCTE SAM OIL. DiWdend.
ll'Ml It
He has been indicted in the federal Receipts
DEPOSITS EKCEl THOSE
from stock
.Spent for construction.
court for fradulent use of the mails,
1,020,856 16
?ale
development
and oil
but is out on $15,000 bond, and is to Advertising
to
sell
properties
714.828 IT
be tried In October. In the meantime
tock
245,150
3S:
Claimed
value
of
GANANEA
OF THE FAMOUS
he Is going right ahead with his oper
expenses of sell- gDle property now.. 13.000,000 00
ations; etlll backed, apparently, by
the 10,000 or so farmers, working
men, dressmakers, school teachers,
widows and others all over the UnitCamps of Leopold and Tyrone are ed
COM
States, who were Induced by CORN PRODUCTS
Tucker's attractive promises to Invest
Crowing Like Mushrooms as
their savings with him.
dismisses
the charge
Tucker
Result of Discoveries.
PAN? CHARGED WITH
against him as a "fight of the Hon and
the mouse." He says it is the result
the enmity of the "great octopus
"The fabulously rich strike of cop- of
the Standard OH company." A meet
per ore laKt week in the Burro moun- ing of stockholders In his olllce not
MARSHAL FRISBIE
tain mining district means unlimited long ago called an attempt to throw
rea
concern
of
the
hands
into
the
wealth, not only for Grant county,
as the work of "harpies" and
but to the w hole territory as w ell. ceiver
"conspirators."
The Chicago Trust Company; This Was Decree of Jury
The wealth of ore In this district Is
Anti-TruEnterprise.
greater than that of the Col. Greene
It was upon opposition to the
Claims Standard Oil Is j... Lamar Today After Ma-:c ompanj .1 holdings i:i Arizona or of Standord Oil trttst that Tucker made
d
the riches of the Cananea district of his campaign for the
In on Deal.
tuer Deliberations
The Uncle
the Republic of Mexico," said Alex dollars of the masses.
McGregor ,a Shriner from Grant Sam company rode to affluence upon
county, who had just visited the the wave of indignation against the
f
Burro mountain copper mines before oil trust's throttling of Kansas. RECEIVER ASKED FOR
OFFICER WAS KILLED
Tucker, a reporter upon an obscure
coming to Albuquerque.
u.
newspaper
town,
in
small Kansas
"The mines have been worked In a
DEFENDANT
COMPANY
WHILE MAKING ARREST
d
manner for the past four rose in three years to the head of an
year,' 'continued Mr. MacGregor, "but Independent oil company with a capHe began
not till a few days ago did the real ital stock of J17.000.000.
Chicago, May 4. The Chicago real
Lamar, Colo., May 4. Murder in
It is F.state,
and mammoth possibilities of the re- by advertising boldly, lavishly.
L.oan and Trust company to25
cents to day
It
cost
first degree, with a death penalty,
gion become evident.
The truth !s estimated that
filed a bill of complaint in the the
is
bring
the verdict of the Jury in the caw
stock
received
each
for
dollar
amazing. A number of shafts, some
county
reasking
court
a
for
decree
of Andrew Johnson, the slnyer of
ov. r 'no feet deep, have been sunk by sulisc li ption.
quiring a
of the Corn
Itollcl Issue Added.
Marshal Frlsble, rendered here
different owners and already the shipProducts company under direction of Night
It was after a recent bond Issue of the court, and that a receiver be ap- today after twelve hours' deliberament of ore Is assuming great proportions.
tions. The St. Louis mine, one of $5,000,000 that Tucker's prosecution pointed for that company
in this
Frlsble was murdered December 26,
the richest, though as yet only be- was commenced. He had succeeded state.
trying to arrest Johnson and a
ginning to be developed, is whipping in selling $0,000 worth.
He had
The court was also asked to enjoin while
ore to the stamp mills every day. All advertised all along that there would the Corn Products company, the Corn jral. whom he believed contemplated
the ore in the region Is concentrated. be no bond issue, and, therefore, no Products ltefinlng company and the robbery.
Frlsble ordered tiie men to surrencompany and th? chance of the octopus gobbling ,t. Ulucose Sugar ltefinlng company and
The Phelps-Dodg- e
Calumet & Arizona company, the lat- However, the advertisements were of the officers of those companies from der, but Instead they opened tire, condropped
ter having Senator ( lark as a stock- the Uncle Sam Company of Arizona. selling or conveying to the Corn Pro- tinuing until the marshal
holder, both have acquired large min- The bonds were Issued by the Uncle ducts ltefinlng company tiny property with a bullet in his heart.
now
in the n.me of the glucose SugSheriff Thomas also exchanged
ing Interests here.
Work is being Sam Company of Kansas, which reshots with the men, who finally espushed to the limit In the diggings, cently leased the other Uncle Sain ar Refining company.
fifty-on- e
sets
The
bill
forth
caped
in the darkness.
that
company.
the stamp
Tucker is the "whole per cent of
and concentrate is
the stock of the Corn
A pos.se was formed and the man
mills in great quantities,
one mill tiling'' in both companies.
The
company
by
Products
those hunt was continued for a week before
held
alone having a daily capacity of 150
has $10,000 capital stock, who are "commonlyIs known
as the Johnson finally surrendered, after betons.
The ore is hauled to Silver the majority held by Tucker.
OH people."
Standard
ing run into a deserted school house
City and transported by rail to PuDividends to Order.
The bill charges that the officers across the Kansas
line.
eblo, Colo., and El Paso, principally.
of
and
directors
the
Corn
Products
Tucker
In
his advertisements
A route for a branch of the Santa Fe
get- company have combined
with
prospect
the
painted
glowingly
of
the
railroad has been surveyed and is ting rich bucking Standard Oil.
PA- He "Standard OH people" who were ofnow
The at first sold his treasury stock at four
construction.
under
HADK IIKI.D IN M:w YOKK.
ficers and directors of the New York
branch will connect with Whitewater
comNew York, May 4. A parade and
Everybody being Glucose company, to defraud
a share.
and will greatly facilitate ore ship- cents
mass meeting today showed remark"agin" the Standard Oil, he had sym- plaining company of its stock.
ment.
able
numbers drawn out by the earnThe
pathy
start.
from
him
the
with
"A population of over 2,000 Is sup- sporadic
est appeals of the labor unions, who
investors all over the counported by the mining operations in try
parade in two divisions, as a protect
more freely for
the district. The towns of Leopold any never coughed up
against the arrests of Moyer and
scheme than they
and Tyrone are in a flourishing con- did for the Uncle Sam
Refining
Haywood.
&
The parade was composed
Oil
dition and destined to be world-famocompany atork.
of two divisions, an uptown und a
The dreamy-eyeas mining camps.
downtown division. Tiie two diviKansas youth found the re"In regard to thu St. Louis mine sanguine
sions inarched by different routes to
He kept
turns Just to his liking.
where the recent rich strike, which on
soon
so.
advertising, only more
the (iraud Central
He
Palace, Forty-thir- d
Is causing so much excitement, was
street und Lexington avenue.
had money enough together to bemade, I feel no hesitancy in saying gin
A mass meeting will be held after
He later felt free,
that the future development of the also, construction.
announce that dividends were
the parade at the Grand Central
property will cause the map of Ne' soon to
coming.
Palace, and at an overflow meeting,
His was one of the
New
Mexico to change materially.
striking examples of early diviat both of which the arrest will oe
towns will spring up, immigration most
boom
advunce
to
denounced
a similar Moyer-Ha- y
advertised
in
wood
will set in, and the benefits of the dends
of
spring
the
In
of
stock.
conference lu Hrooklyn arranged a
sale
the
new wealth will be
One 1906
11
August
on
today
on
demonstration
behalf
advertised
of
that
he
the
shaft of the St. Louis mine, now at a Uncle Sam stock would Jump from
unions, followed by an open air mass
depth of 60O feet, cut through a cop- ten cents a share in the market to
meeting.
Cross-cu- t
per vein 127 feet thick.
tunnels drifted 150 feet In four direc- forty cents.
l
XOTKD AKHOV WTs I'.Vt l III II
Gives Himself Control.
tions into the lode have not yet enBack In 1904 Tucker, then an or- 4
Doier, Del., May 4. 1 p. 111.
roil KAIL AT JAMESTOWN'.
countered the walls of the fissure. A dinary,
newspaper man
The body of Uio jnisNlng Mar- Norfolk, Va., May 4. Four noted
width of 300 feet In this vein has al- at Cherryville, Kan., acquired a mafound lu tlio 4 aeronauts are entered for the first
ready been found atd this is by no jority of stock in the Publishers' OH 4 vin lKy has
marMis Iialf a 111II0 from his
arial race from Jamestown, under the
means the full extent.
To what Co., of
was
then
town,
4 lioiiio at Kites IlajiuiKM'k.
which
that
Hie
auspices of the Jamestown Aeronaut-- j
length the vein extends cannot now crazy over oil. Crude oil went down
ldac-the.
body
where
was
found
ic company, and three large balloons.
be even guessed perhaps the next and the concern became unprofitis only two iuHch from Dover.
The aeronauts are Al It. Hawley, of
generation will have the privilege of able.
Uncle
had
hoy,
the
Then Tucker
The
for the
who
tiie Aero club of St. Louis: A. X.
determining that.
Iml'I ic il to liuve Imh-i- i
was
kid- Idea. He incorporated for
Sam
jChaiiler, of the Aero club of Phila"The ore in the Burro mountain
Inger- over
naiMil.
Jas.
extcndisd
Arizona,
with
in
the
entire
delphia, and Dr. Julian Thomas and
district 1.? low grade as a rule run- soll, J. H. Ritchie and S. Cooper.
I lilted MiiIin.
C. J. Kdwards, of the Aero club of
ning from
to 40 per cent copper
T S Y
huge, so t lie
too
was
Fifty
million
America, of New York. Tile big bal- des:zo
but the enormous
of the ore
par
to
$10,000,000,
was
reduced
loons aj-'the "initial," the "Cen-- i
posits warrants the assertion that this stock
One
shares
$1
a
million
share.
value
taur." and 'he "Orient."
i'lllK STILL
district will be the greatest copper were preferred stock, with a voting I 'OKI-NTHKKVTEXS KLI.I.INt.ll M
We power
producing camp In the world.
eight to
The reshare.
SVMl l'.L L. t I.KMFA IS
have the quantity unlimited quan- mainingof 9,000.000 the
comwere
shares
tity. What more can New Mexico mon stix'k, with one-haNOT MISSING
vote to the
Helllngham,
May 4.
Wash.,
ask?"
share. Tucker took all the preferred
fight- men
Five
are
hundred
f
still
stock, charging himself for it $10,000
Ing the forest lire which men- Xew York. M iy 4. The re- ANNAPOLIS liOVI
the books of the company. This
aces Maple Falls, a town of 800
port that Sanu l L. Clemens Is
RACK POSTPONED on
gave
by
8,000.000
Tucker control
people in the northwestern part'
missing on Hei.ry H.
Annapolis. May 4. The boat race
Kogers'
yacht, Kanawha.
of Whatcom county. A qhange 4
between Yale und the Naval academy votes against a possible 4 50,004.
which was
was
announced
dividend
Another
2
in
of
given
the direction
the wind
wide circulation today. Is
heduled for o'clock this afternoon,
probably saved the place from
was postponed for tliree hours on ac- for December 20, 1906. It came In
untrue. Clemens Is at his home 4
the shape of checks good 151 days
total destruction.
count of rough wat-.T4 111 this citv
from date. He offered to take these
4 4 4 i 4
4 4 4 (
2
I
hecks in part payment for more
'.
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at 4 O'clock Was Allen Lines Makes Port After
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STEAMERS IMPRISONED
Total Vote Cast
Only

sys

Scheme Under Indictment-Greate- st
Swindle Ever Floated

i

4
4
4
4
4

were continually in
operation during the month.
All the ore smelted came from Bis- bee and the reserve ore
was not
drawn upon.
The April record at the Calumet!
and Arizona smelter is equally as
llattering.
The production was practically the;
same as that of March, or about 4.- -j
000,000 pounds of copper. Four furnaces were operated with one in re-- 1
serve.
I'lentiful quantities
of ore have;
been brought to the smelter from the
mines at iilsbee and, like the Copper j
Queen the reserve supply is not being
drawn upon.
I

j

j

4
4
4
4
4
4

Special to The Kvening Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 4. Levi
A. Hughes, who was appointed
but a few weeks ago to the of- flee of territorial treasurer by
the former governor, H. J. Ha- german, and who accompanied
the boy executive to Washlng-- 4
ton to plead with the president,
today resigned, and J. Howard
Vaughn, the former encumbent,
by
who was not
Hagerman, was named to fill the
vacancy. '
Mr. Vaughn is cashier of the
First National Bank at Santa Fe.
Mr. Hughes is a wool and sheep
dealer.
was
Mr. Hughes' resignation
promptly accepted. He stated
con-4
that he desired to sever
nectlons with the office as soon
as possible. It is understood
that several other territorial of- Hagerman
fleers under the
regime will not serve much
Ionger.
A number of rumors
are afloat today in the Capital
but nothing definite is known.
It is understood that Attorney
General Iteid may be the next
one to resign although he an-- 4
nounced a short time ago that
he intended to hold office until
ciovernor Currv arrived.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Al'l'l.i:
tkoi'bm: iiktwkkx soi.iu:its
ItKNO.I
IIKI'OK I'KD AT I OUT
Oklahoma City, May 4. Nothing'
could be learned at Fort lteno today
to confirm the reports of rumored
friction between two lieutenants an 1
a battalion of infantry
stationed
there.
was
night
a dls-- 1
in
stated
last
It
patc h from Sun Antonio that M ij. C.
W. 1'eiirosc and three other officers
who had been attending the Macklin!
court-martithere, were hurrying
of
home to Fort Itcno
trouble.
The iiatu'-- of tin- - trouble is n it,
known, and if any
it is not JP-parent to outsidi-r-
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'

C'ltOP NOT
KXTIRK FAIM'REj
Fort Collins, May 4. Prof. Wen-- 1
d'll Paddock, head of the departmentof horticulture and botany at the aglu ultural college, is in receipt of information from different portions of
the state which indicate that there
will be a considerable quantity of!
applc-produced this year, although
tiie crop was seriously injured by the
s
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SANTA FE SPECIAL WRECKED

Tuc

Suk'4 ajiil Diiiilcnd-- .
ker's statement of

AT

JOSEPH CITY. ARIZONA

,
cially stated last night that In the
wreck 011 the Santa Fe about one:
west of Joseph City, Arizona,
several persons were injured, none
fatally. The cause of wreck was
Los Ai geies

May

4.

It was

ofti--

the bre.ikiv.tt of t 1. k s on a bagSJge
car
Th- - wreck delayei teii sections
lowing.
were crowded with
All
Shriner on their way to the annuil
conclave here.

fol-ml- le

Ii

i tItII

receipts

and expenditures he shows sales of
oil totaling $70,482.
lie shows that
crude oil purchased and royalties oiiim $55. MS. With no cost for labor,
or loss by refining, the prottt indicate,!
would be $14.6U9. He admits paying
cash dividends of $10,580, and giving
dividend checks for over $11,000.
These latter he marks in his slate-tne-t
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IN O'SIIEA Ml Kill K TRIM..
Chicago, May 4. The Jury that for
two weeks listened to evidence in the
trial of Victor O'Sliea, who is charged
4)
withm murdering his wife five yeaia,
4 ago.
today reported a disagreement.
4
This conclude, the thud trial of
line resulted in a verdict of,
4 O'Shea.
manslaughter, wiucn was reversed uy
4k
41
the supreme court on a technicality.
Both of the other trials ended in
disagreements.
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Mine furnaces

JUIY FAIL
4.
May
The
Kansas City,
coldest May weather on record
Mas experienced lust night in tills
part of the southwest. Today the
At
lemperature rose rapidly.
Kansas City and generally In the
northwestern coiner of Missouri
J 7 degrees were recorded.
This
is 9 decrees colder than any pre- vious May record. Lowest 24
degrees is reported from Tor- onto in southeastern Kansas,
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ITLOOKSBAD FOR COBAT

San Francisco, May 4. The outlook in the labor situation here Is not
particularly bright and no chance for
the Immediate settlement of any question now Involved Is at present apparent.
The telephone strike has crippled
the service so much that last night
the whole system had practically come
to a standstill.
The opera'.ors are now securing
support from all directions, and as a
result it is feVed that the linemen
will go out In sympathy with the
hello girls, which will further complicate matters.
The Iron workers still Btiffid firm
In their demands, and the proposition
for a settlement by arbitration has
been abandoned.
The car men will meet tomorrow
and vote on the questions of a strike.
The outlook Is generally considered
Unfavorable and the worst Is feared.
What the I'nlon Demands).
The demands of the hello girls In
clude a flat rate of 160 a month for
girls who have been employed for a
year or more, and the abolition of the
"sweating'' process, which the com
pany has been using to win the girls
from the union.
The advance In wages is a big Jump
and means a heavy Increase In the
company's pay roll. The girls are
paid from SI to $2.75 a day, but the
majority receive less than J 2.
Ever since the formation of the
union the company has been making
every effort to break It .up. On the
last monthly pay day the girls were
taken Into a room twenty at a time
and with their pay envelope were
jriven a printed resignation from the
union which they were asked to sign
The company offered to take the matter out of their hands and conduct
all negotiations if they would sign the
pipers. gome of them wero kept
waiting In the room for over an hour
In an effort to wear them down, but
t lie majority of the regular operators
nave remained faithful to the union
The head operators, however, have
t early all been forced to withdraw by
the very heavy pressure whicn has
been brought to bear on them.
Carmen's Union.
The meeting of the members of the
Carmen's I'nlon during
the early
lours of Thursday morning at the
Central theater was far more stormy
ami replete with wordy affrays than
was supposed. There were three fac
tions those who wanted to strike im
mediately, those who wanted to defer
the strike and make further negotla
tions, and those who did not want to
strike at all.
At times all was confusion, and a
constant babble reigned, Men sprang
to their feet, leaped upon chairs and
howled out the contrary motions
which were clashing with them. At
times it looked as if a riot would re
sult, often list tights were only pre
vented by the alert sergeants-a- t
arms, of whom the chairman appoint
ed a score, and by the incessant ham
tiier of the gavel and cries of "Order!
Order!
The meeting broke up after the appointment of a committee, whose duty
It is to report on the advisability of a
strike. A report of this committee
is expected today.
Iron Workers.
A settlement
of the iron workers'
strike, however. Is expected. The
union officials claim that their strike
was more than half won, over 60 per
cent or the men having been granted
the eight-hou- r
concession. Several
l.rge plants are said to have Informed
their employes before quitting time
Tuesday evening that they might re
turn to work on the shorter hour
although
basis yesterday morning,
they had shown no signs of conceding
nor to that time.
A largely attended meeting of the
San Francisco Lodge, No. 68, Inter
national Association of Machinists,
was held at Kagle hall and reports
were received from the committee as
t ) the number of mac hinists on strike
lor working eight hours. It was as
certained that in this one branch of
i:ou workers between 900 and 1,000
men were out. At the Union Iron
Works 400 machinists quit work and
at the Rlsdon 125. Several lively
speeches were made, showing a deter
mination among the members to re
main firm.
Contract With Former Strike.
The inevitable .comparison was fre
o.uentiy made by the strikers yesterday between the present walkout and
the long strike of 1901. when the nine
hour day was won after a
tiitht, during which 40U0 men were
idle.
Instead of concessions being
made by half the shops, as in the
present difficulty, none of the plants
day until near
united Die nine-hoperiod.
ihe end of the
Since then the number of simps has
increased 30 per cent.

New York,

1
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HOURS

Stormy Session.
of Street Railways

Carmen

;..w::.

1

TT L

WORKERS

IRON

4.

lit'

tically Paralyzes Telephone System.

1020

DECEIVED

PASSENGER TRAIN NO. 8
IN DITCII AT IA JUNTA

"indorsed back to company."
In his bond offer Tucker estimated
tiie value of the tangible property s of
the Uncle Sam company at $13,000,-00Denver, M cy 4. A special to the
This includes three refineries, Post from Lu Junta, Colo., says that
e
a
pipe line and 1,100 acres of
oil land in Indian territory, and it more than a score of passengers were
distributing stations.
He wanted the injured In the wreck of Santa Fe pas 0.

140-mil-

)

senger train No. S, ejtbound, yes
terday, 1'S miles sou'h of I .a Juntt.
The engineer and tire in in were terribly scalded and may die. The wreck
was caused by a defective rail

'ALBUQUERQUE
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SUPPLIES

Classified Advertisements

2GIII ANNUAL

and
Toilet Accessories

WANTFD.
WANTED Ladies warning stylish
millinery and dressmaking, rail on
Miss Crane. 512 North Second
Also apprenstreet. Prices low.
Thone 944.
tice wanted.
second- Gentleman's
AST Hit
hand clothing. No. 616 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send ad- dress and will call. R. J. Sweoney,

PBKKONAL PROPKKTY

tronrletor.

as jod composl- .......
...... man.
ii . rlaai
iTlret
give best of
can
Don't drink and
Would
family.
Man
of
references.
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
SALES.M EN JV ANTED.
WANTED ''arable salesman'to cover New Mexico with Maple line,
high commissions with $100 month
Iv advance. Permanent position to
fight man. Jess H. Smith Co.,
sitiTTTT

De-tro- tt.

Michigan.

FOU KENT.
11K.NT Two rooms

for light
Walter.
KOK RENT One nice front room,
11
conveniences. No Invalids de
sired. Inquire "02 East . Railroad
avenue.
FOR-REFour rsom house furnished, close In, large yard, water
Apply Rankin &
116.
paid,
rent
Co., Room 10. Armijo building.
e
FOR RENT Newly furnished
rooms, modern bath, half
ilock from Railroad avenue. "The
Granada,"
1HH North Second
9- 11
nuth
. w.....
. . K

NT

out-aid-

.treet.

Pianos, Or (rani
Furniture,
Horses, Wogons and other Chattels.
AND
WAR1
aBO on SALARIES
HOUSE RECEIPTS, a low as 111
and as higrl aa $200. Loans ar
privats
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given
possession
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from at'
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
S16 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

j

FOR RENT Two all new housekeeping rooms, well furnished, Including electric lights, water and bath;
south and east front $14.00. 619
E. P. GolWest Railroad avenue.
den.
FOR RENT Light, airy,
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All, rooms open
Price, $1 per
Ing on the outside.
Minneapolis House,
week and up.
A. T. Devore,
624 South Second.
Proprietor.
l'OH SALE
FOR SALE Party will sacrifice typeAddress
writer, good as new.
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
FOR SALE Fine Chlckering Bros.'
'
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
over
Futrelle's furniture store,
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
typewriter,
FOR SALE
good as new, cheap; new International Encyclopaedia, new, cheap,
W. E. Milliken. Library building.
FOR SALE Furniture for a five
room house . Practirally new. Call
mornings at 312 South Seventh
street.
FOR SALE At the "Variety "The
bread,
verv best of home-bake- d
baked
pies, cakes, doughnuts,
beans, soup, candy, etc.; all home
staple
groceries, dry
Also
made.
goods and notions. 606 South Arno
'Phone 710.
LOST.
fcosT Black lace wrap lined with
white silk, on Fourth street between
Railroad and Gold avenue. Keiurn
to this office. Reward.
NOTICE OF SPECLAL ELECTION.
By Authority of the City Council of
ji.
the City or Aiuuquerque,
Notice Is hereby given that an elec-Howill be held in the city of Albu
nueraue. New Mexico, on Saturday,
May 4, 1907, between the hours of
9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m..
of said day, at the following voting
places:
First Ward City Hall.
Ward Office of Chas.
Second
Chadwlck A Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Office of E. H. Dun
bar, corner of Third street and Gold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At office of George
South
R. Craig, Justice of the
Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, Isew
Mexico, to erect and build 4 city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
the owners of real or personal prop
erty, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New Mex
ico.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
met my hand and caused to be affixed
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
FRANK McKEE.
Mayor.
Attest:
HARRY F. LEE,
City Clerk.
(SEAL.)
April 3. 1907.
publication
First

PROFESSIONAL
M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

The HIGHLAND

&

F.Bt.

is

SILENT" SMITH'S WILL
BONE' OF LEGAL

Rumor Says Smith Left His
Widow Only $2,000,000 and
His Sister $3,000,000.
RESIDUARY

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building. Tele
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. Ii. HUST.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb
Frequency Electrical
Current
and
Germicide. Treatments given eacb
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
DRS. BROXSON & BROXSON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. Phone
Office and residence. 628.
Dlt. J. N. WARNER. V. 8.
When your animals are sick you
need a good veterinary surgeon. CaK
up the old reliable. Phone No. 642.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 816.
Colo., Red 111
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Blast
or White hearse, $t.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Bar
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M
Both phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

ar

Attorneys rep
resenting relatives of James Henry
Smith have been informed that he
made a will distributing several million dollars by different bequests, but
holding the larger part of his vast
estate intact for the benefit of one
of the sons of his dead sister, Mrs.

6-- 8,

have been afflicted for
with skin disease. I had to get up
and
three or four limes every night
wash with cold water to allay me
terrible Itching, but since using this
alve In Dec ember, 1K0S, me ucning
has stopped and has not troubled me.
T. Ongley, Kootville,
Elder
Pa. For hulj by all druggist.

FORT BAYARD. X. M.. Mnv 1.
li7. Proposals in triplicate for the
construction and erection nt this post
of a 30(1.000 gallon steel water tank
and trestle, will l.e received here until
11 n. m., June 1. and then opened. In
formation furnished on application.
United States reserves right to accept
or reject any or all proposals. Envelopes containing proposals should be
marked "Tank and Trestle" and addressed to Captain S. I'. Vestal, Quartermaster.
1.
FORT BAYARD. N. .h., MAY
1Hm7.
Sealed proposals in triplicate
for sinking and walling a brick well
15 feet In diameter, 4"j feet deep, fit
tills post, will be received here until
11 a. in., June 1. and then opened.
on application.
Information funii.-he- d
I'nlled Slates rest rves riht to accept
or rejeet any or ail proposals. Envelopes containing proposals should
be endorsed "Proposals for Well" and

Rates

eastern market, left Wednesday for
the Hoosier state, accompanying a
carload of the little pack animals.
They bought fifty-tw- o
head alto- gether at prices ranging from $2.a0
.,
apiece.
to

To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
Oflice, 113 Weft Railroad avenue.

RICHARD

Smith

Bowels
l

w

IIIOR

DISTRICT COURT

rs"

I

A suit styled Aaron Gray against
the New Mexican Pumice Stone company, the S. Bibo Mercantile company,
the First National bank and M. W
Flournoy, was filed In the district
court yesterday.
Gray alleges In his petition that he
wus employed by the defendant Bibo
to work out a mining claim on a piece
of ground in Valencia county, known
as Heotlon 10. township 11 north
range 11 east.
He also states that
the defendant owes him $494. SO, with
per
10
cent, since March
interest at
16. 1906, and asks judgment for the
same.
The plaintiff further states that the
New Mexican Pumice Stone company
and the S. Bibo Mercantile company,
of Valencia county, and the First Na
tional bank and M. W. Flournoy. of
Bernalillo county .are jointly Interest.
...1
,...rv...a..t tVlO
t.'nlv tJ I
.
i
pianino.
Woman loves a clear, rosy complex- Inn. Burdock Blood Bitters purifies
the blood, clears the skin, restores
ruddy, sound health.
Stove Repairing.
I can fit any stove made, gasolene
D. Stokes
stoves a specialty.
and
company, 411 West Railroad avenue
I

SEES KONGO; FINDS

HARDING DAVIS

DECLARES

i:sl.

,

f
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i

i

Las

COUNTY

CHARGES AGAINST KING LEOPOLD

"First Aid" to the

IS

ARE TRUE

''''''

H

'Vv':V'''.'':

rxk,.

rV"r
ia

.

or

A1I

IK .TOSS,
THK CI.KVKLANI AMERICANS, SHOWS IV THIS
PHOTOGRAPH HOW TO GIUSI' THK HALL l'OH AN INSHOOT.
for the lll9hoot. Of Course, it for an lonnrve Tso a ,1,1a mnlli.n 1
Is more difficult to learn, but you can delivery
and let the ball slide over
do It, If you will stick to it
the finger tips.
The little finger is usually "cut out"
pitchers can't get the hang
Some
In pitching this curve.
The ball Is of discarding the little
finger in
held by the thumb and three fingers. throwing this ball. If you can't, use
The first and second ringers are close all four lingers. No curve amounts
together. The Illustration shows how to anything if you lose accuracy .
Addle Joss, of the Clevland Ameri
Keep the bnll as high as possible.
cans, throws an Inshoot and gives you It Is a little
hard to learn the incurve,
a capital Idea of Just how to begin but when you
master it you have
right. Grip the ball tightly, and use something valuable.
all the speed you have. It Is absoon Monday The Citizen will te:l
lutely necessary to throw a fast ball you all about the drop ball.
NOW

1

of
SPORTING NOTES.

BASE BALL

Brooklyn won one game in the
ten.

WIII.KK THEY PLAY TODAY

fir1--,

Cycling is becoming all the craze

National League.

in Canada.

Pittsburg at Chicago.
Brooklyn at New York.
Philadelphia at Boston.
St. Louis at Cincinnati.
American Iejigue.
Chicago at Detroit.
Boston at Washington.
St. Louis at Cleveland.
New York at Philadelphia.

The latest thing in base ball is
correspondence course.

.1

Mike Welday, White Sox Western
recruit, seems to be a find.
Macon, Ga., fans subscribed $105
for Ed Harris, who broke a leg sliding to base.

THEY STAND
Roger Bresnahan'a
ehin guards
might not be such a bad thing for
National league.
copy.
to
other
catchers
Won. Lost. Pet.
3
14
.824
New York
Mike Kelley, manager of the D?s
3
.812
13
Chicago
Moines, la., dub, says h will sue the
3
. 60
9
Pittsburg
commission for suspending
6
9
.600 national
Philadelphia
7
9
.437 him.
Boston
5
10
.333
Cincinnati
3
Joe Thomas seems a ready to fight
14
.177
St. Louis
1
13
.071 with his lists as with his mouth,
Brooklyn
which Is certainly a commendable
trait.
American League.
Won. Lost. Pet.
5
11
Tad Jones is doing great things
.687
Chicago
6
10
.625 behind the bat for Yale. Most critics
Philadelphia
6
10
.625 seem to think Princeton will win the
New York
it
7
.562 eastern college honors.
Detroit
R
.500
Cleveland
7
10
.412
Boston
"No more early openings for your
5
10
.333 uncle," says Ban Johnson.
Washington
April 14
5
.278 to 20 Is the date the American w,Il
13
St. Louis
start in 1908, he says.
Western League
Ed Walsh Is one pitcher who f,a
Won. Lout. Pet.
8
4
.667 bat. When the White Sox vapor star
lies Moines
7
6
.538 1s all In as a twirler he should hold
Denver
7
6
.538 a position on his slugging ability.
Sioux City
6
7
.538
Omaha
7
6
.462
Lincoln
A week ago a couple of St. Louis
4
10
.281 bookmakers had $2,000
Pueblo
to bet f lie
Napoleons would beat '':it
Cleveland
National lycugne
the White Sox. Wonder If they uouij
R. H. E. bet it now?
At New York
0
2
. U
Brooklyn
1
1
3
.
New York
result of an injury feci iv? .1
and Butler; In Asa the
Batteries Stricklett
foot ball game, lajt season,
Matthewson and Bresnahan.
U. H. E. Homer Broyles. a Munice. Ind.. high
At Boston
6 6 2 school boy, has been placed in a.i
Boston
3 asylum.
2
4
Philadelphia
and Brown;
Batteries lindaman
The Trinidad team is lined up this,
Lush, Moran and Jacklitsch.
year as follows:
Chlcago-Plttsbur- g
Chicago:
At
Gray, cf; Webster, 2b; McCM- game postponed; cold wea.ther.
land, rf.; Owens, ss.; Dougherty, If.;
Donovan,
lb.; Curry, ob.; Ahem and
American Iengtie.
jj'
A Detroit
R. jj j "3 Ferraro, c; Nash, Lochard and
vore, pitchers.
4
Detroit
HOW

9

MONARCH
PEO-

V

sff

10

4

The sluggers are certainly having
and
Batteries. Willets. Eubanks
Schmidt; Patterson and Sullivan.
their worries. In the first nine gamta
In
game
H.
E.
R.
the National race Wagner hit for
Second
.. 2 7 3.2fi and Lumley for .280. In the
Detroit
2 American, Stone, who led last season,
. .
9
1
Chicago
Batteries Killian and I ayne Smith only hit .179 In the first nine game,
and McFatiand.
while the mighty Lajoie has only a
R. H. E. .2S0 mark.
Al Cleveland
Cleveland
..614
.10 15
St. Louis
Batteries Hess, Thlelman, Moore ATLANTIC LE.UUK OPENS
IN HROOKLYN TOIUV.
Powell Morgan, Pelty
and Clfc-kand Stephens.
Brooklyn, May 4. The Outlaw AtWashington
E.
H.
R.
At
lantic League opened its season , 1
4 this city today.
0 4
Washington . .
Club owners who ef1
3
2
Boston
a permanent organization .1
fected
Batteries Falkenbuig. Patten and Reading in March perfected It r.t
Warner; Young and Shaw.
a schedule,
Newark, and arranged
R. H. E. which provides for 112 games :'
At New York-- 2
4
6
New York
56
at home and 56 abroad.
each dub,
2
8
3
Philadelphia
)
The season begins today, and vi
Klelnow; September
ami
Batteries Doyle
S.
The clubs represented
Coombs, Powers and Berry.
are: Brooklyn, Elizabeth. .ewais,
Poltsvlllc. Easton, 'Allentow 11, ReadWestern
ing,
Chester. It is reported that the
City game
At Omaha oniaha-SlouLeague expects to enn .1
Atlantic
postponed; snow.
!
Moines among its members several men
Lincoln-- 1 es
At Lincoln:
in the big leagues.
game postponed; snow.

20.000,0110

A EH
HAS
HEN Heartburn, Sour
PLE AND SAYS KVinENCK OF
Stomach, Headache, Bad
ATROCITIES CONVINCED HIM.
Breath, coated Tongue,
Belching of Stomach, Cas,
London, May 4. Richard Harding
cr any cf these forerunners cf Indigestion Davis,
the American novelist anil war
appear, Old Dr. Cascaret wants to be right correspondent, has returned from the
Kongo, where be made a personal Incn the ipot in your pocket.
vestigation of the charges against
Dr. Cascaret guarantees to cure the King Leopold in the administration
most obstinate cases of Constipation and of the Kongo Free Slate.
my opinion." said Mr. Davis in
Indigestion, without discomfort or incon- an "In
interview, "the charges are true
Leopold has enslaved
venience.
King
that
people, over whom lie was
His medicine does not gripe nor purge.
placed as a protector; that he has
but exercises naturally the muscles that prevented any foreigner from trading
line the walls cf the Intestines and Bowels. in the Kongo, although he was placed
understanding
In authority
01 the
that ho would keep the Kongo open
Want cf Exercise weakens and relaxes to all nations; and that he has oftaken
the
trade, all tile products
the Eowel - Muscles, just a3 it weakens all the
coiintiv. which ought to belong 10 Hie
world, to himself.
Arm and Leg muscles.
lo gel lino
"1 saw no atrocities.
Old Dr. Cascaret goes directly after
travel
the allot iiy zone you must
Rl II RI II RDIG l
IS,
these
Ha wakes them up tliree'or four months. So 1 say nothWho Has
kono CliurgcK
American Association.
)ust as a ccld taih would wake up a lazy ing about atrocities.
"But the other charges are cerAt Columbus: Columbus. 1;
person.
tainly true, and I am quite ready to chas
pickpocket to recover your Paul 1: called at dark.
Then he works them (through the believe that ir one couni go 11110 noIndianapolis
At Indianapolis:
one accuses you of ulterior
all- man
has
hinterland,
one
where
Milwaukee 6.
motives.'
rervel till they get so strong from that solute control over thousands, the
Exercise that they don't need any more stories of barbarous cruelty
would
also be proved. 1 am willing to achelp to do their duty.
And many other painful and serious
cept the evidence on this point given
missionaries aim
lo me by
ailments from which most mothers
Heavy dinners, late suppers, whiskey, traders.
use of
the governor. Is ansuffer, can be avoided by
"Van
Daniuie.
vine cr beer drinking, nervous excitement,
excellent. Intelligent man, ami a 11101'
MothirS Prleil.
remedy
I Ins
sudden exposure to cold or heat and a dozen ough gentleman. Among the officials
are inanv like hlin. But. for the
God-sen- d
women,
to
s.
everyday likelihoods tire the
is
a
Belgian officials are
inot part,11 the
most critical
past. They are men who
men with
them
mess of tilings at
a
bail
In such cases a little Cascaret In time have made
nrrlpnl
and
no pain.
safetv
with
. - home and have been given 11 chance
j s wcrih fifty dollars worth of Treatment
and
lure. They ate unscrupulous lo-polxne
neea iear
Minerm
No woman who uses moiner s
atfr cn, to say nothing of the suffering, absolutely under the thumb of
of its horror
ordeal
the
robs
for
to
incident
i.sccmlcrt, Ices cf Business Energy, and
danger
and
wo"You never see an old man or
ess cf Social Sunshine it saves.
man in the Kongo country - a terriand insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her
bly significant fact.
Here. too. the
child is
condition more favorable to speedy recovery.
natives possess no chickens, no goats,
L.tt'.e thin Cascaret Box, shaped so you no gardens, no goods of any kind.
The le.tson is simple. Taxation leaves
icr.'x r.c::ce its presence in purse or
t.
no margin for tuiy of these things. A
chicken is a tremendous luxury. But
is worth
Cci.lair.s six Candy tatlets Price Ten In neighboring French territory you
Nee a very dilleietit state of affairs.
7tr,:s a Eii a! any Druggist's.
"So long as Leopold Is king of the
!
Q
Be
ret the genuine, made only Belgiuns 1 ..111 afraid little will be woman, and will be sent free in plain R
done.
.
r.g
the Sierl
Remedy Company, and
"1 think the only
r,y ,skforwthe: enveiope by addressing application to
tablet stamped
irvtr tclti ir. buik. Every
m m
"
wol.r
be alleged that England did so1 CfdClfield ReQUldtOf CO. Atldllta 1
CCC."
m from ulterior
motives. But if you.
r
V .V H

j

x

Bcwel-Muscle-

d.

birth;

taw

mena
it

$100 Reward. $100.
The rentiers or this paper will le pleasto learn that there is at least er.e
areailed disease that science has bft
able to cure in nil Its stages, ui.d thf.t
Is Catarrh. Hall s Catarrh Cure Is the
only positive cure now known to tr.e
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall s Cutmrh Cute iu
taken Internally, acting directly upon tf e
niood and mucous surfaces cf tne sys-- l
lem. thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patler.t
strength by building up the consuiulicn
nil assisting nature In. doing Its wont.
The proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer Ore
Hundred Dollars for any case that t
fails to cure. Bend for list of
menials. Address:
F. J. CHUNKY
CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 76c.
Take Halls I'.iinily I'UU for consttra- -

j

ed

K. washing machines are
New and second hand, at
4T,0 and up.
prices.
Futrt.i
Furniture Co.
O.

m

nniOTMK3.'
y gUHU
MU'y

E" FJ1

uui

U 111
ju Uuu
aa

t'-- -:

best.

The

a

'Motherhood,"

j

the
great
carrying
through their

HffiAS 1

Bowel-Muscle-

vest-xcke-

solicited.

BERNALILLO

Ike.

-

Only member of American Ticket "irokers' Association in AlbucoriejM)nUnc
querque. N. M.

M.

n,

.

Jurious. She also prepares a halt
tonic that cures and prevents dan
druft and hair falling out; restore
life to dead hair; removes moles
warts and superfluous hair. Also t.
face powder, a freckle cure and plruple cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a vi
brator machine for treatment ot
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. 11
is also used for rheumatism, pain
and massage.

r.

te

46-4-

R, R.

H.

Dr.

Preparations are now complete for
the twenty-sixt- h
anrtual meeting of
the New Mexico Medical association.
o lip held at the court house in Ias
"ruces on the 8th and 9th of this
month. The convention promises to
hp of more than usual Interest, as Is
shown by the following program:
Wednesday .Morning, May 8.
8:30 Registration
secretary's
at
desk.
9:"o Meeting house of delegates.
10:00 (.'all to order by president.
nvocatlon
flev. O. W. Dunlap
Grant County Medical Society
Ias Cruces.
Delegate, S. A. Milliken.
Address of Welcome
Society
Luna County Medical
Hon. K. I.. Young Delegate,
S. I). Swope.
Las Cruces.
Dona Ana County Medical Society
Response- to Address) of Welcome..
Delegate. W. C. Field.
Ir. W. It. Upton, Las Vegas Otero
County Medical Society
President's Address.
Delegate,
C. H. Waldsohmldt.
Medical Education . .T. H. Hart, M. D.
of
Owing to the large number
Raton.
papers for which the program calls a
General Order of Business.
11 :30
time Ilimt of twenty minutes has been
Recess.
placed upon each, the discussions
11:30 Meeting of Council.
which follow being assigned but ten
Wednesday Afternoon.
:00 Meeting of delegates.
minutes. It will be noticed that Al
represented
2:00 General meeting, scientific pro- - buquerque is generously
on the program and that a number of
gra m.
our prominent physicians will take
Papers.
part In the proceedings.
Scarlatinal Sore Throat"
T. C. Sexton Las Cruces
In no field of human endeavor has
.
(
Harti-Uopened
by
Discussion
W.
the modern tendency toward united
son, Albuquerque; C.
Duncan, effort been productive of so much
Socorro.
that Is valuable to the race as has
Paper... Dr. W. MacLake, Silver City this growing spirit of association
'The Surgical Treatment of Fibroid
among medical men.
Even a super
Tumors of the I'terus Complicat- tidal glance at the list of subjects to
ed by Pregnancy"
be discussed by the convention at Las
James Vance, Kl Paso, Texas Cruces will show at once the useful
Discussion opened by P. . Corness of the organization and the value
nish Albuquerque; B. D. Black, of membership therein to the live and
Vegas.
Las
practitioner.
That the
Report on Interesting Cases of
citizens of Las Cruces will accord Its
Tumors of Thyroid"
genuine
a
welcome
and that
members
Geo. C. Bryan. Alamogordo the twenty-sixt- h
annual meeting of
Discussion opened by J. H.
the New Mexico Medical association
Wroth, Albuquerque; W. R.
will prove the mom successful one In
Tipton, Las Vegas.
The
Its history cannot be doubted.
'The Relation of Christian Science
banquet which has always been a part
to the Practice of Medicine'
of the proceedings of the society has
,S. A. Milliken, Silver City been set for Wednesday evening at
8;3o o'clock, at ahe Don Eernardo
Discussion opened by E. B. Shaw,
Vegas;
D. H. Cams, AlbuLas
hotel.
querque.
j
Torturing eczema spreads Its burn- Thursday Morning, May 9.
Doans uini
,.ionnp
enntlnueil. ing area every oay.
in nn
spreading, ln- '"e"t quicKiy stops us
The Wise General Practitioner as
Itching,
cures it
stantly
the
relieves
Tua Factor In the Prevention of
permanently. At any drug store.
berculosis"

....

Reduced

lain's Salve cures eczema and ailI
skin.
manner of Itching of the
many years

Doctors-Progra- m.

Taylor-Goodma-

ie,-,i,.,-

UlItllKA!

Dr.

W. R. Tipton.
Las
Vegas: Dr. G. W. Harrison. Albuquerque; Dr. S. D. Swope, Iteming.

Council

Mason.
AlbuquerC. W.
Mr. Smith's body reached San Fran
que.
cisco Sunday on the steamship SiDiscussion opened by H. K. Lane,
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Department of the Interior. Land
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26
107.
Notice U hereby given that George
Klrochima. of Laguna. N. M., ha
filed notice of his Intention to make
proof In support of hli
final five-yeclaim, viz.:
Homestead entry M)
6843. made September 12. 1902, for
the N U NW hi SV Vi XW hi and
NW hi KW K. section 18, township
7 N, range 4 W. and that said proof
will be made before Silvestre Mira
Rafael, N. M., on May 6, 1907.
He names the folluwlng witnesses
residence
to prove his continuous
upon, and cultivation of. the land
viz: Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero,
Juan I'alle, Jose M. Caco, all of La
guna. N. M.
addres.-e- d
to iip,. S. .. YeMal, Hi.il-t- e
MANUEL R. OTERO.
rinaster.
.
NOTICE IXHl
Department of the Interior, Lan1
oFFK'K CHIEF or A TITER MA.
TER. Denver. Colo.. May 1. ltujT.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. March 2
proposals in triplicate- will be
1907.
iirre and at oltlre vf the po-- t
Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
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M
.
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Laguna.
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has
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lnuT. for furnishing J.Ooa.OI'O pounds
tice of his Intention to make final five of
New
Mexico
anthracite coal, re
year proof In support of his claim quired during
the fiscal year ending
Homestead entry No. 6842 June 30,
viz.:
lHi'd. nt Fort Hayard. New
made February 12. 1902. tor the
Mexico.
Information
furnished on
V, XW hi section 28, township 6 N
application
or at offices of rerange 5 W, and that said proof will spective posthere
quartermasters.
Envelbe made before r, Silvestre Mirabel, U. opes to be maiked
for
at San Rafael. Fuel at Fort Hayar.l." "proposals
H. Court Comml-siontc.
A.
H.
N. M . on May 6. 1907.
.
ouartei'ina.-tertiiief
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upoi.
land, viz.:
and cultivation of. the Romero,
Juan
Charles Carr. Lorenzo
Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of Laguna
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

Office

Jf-h-

Occidental Ufe Building, Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

DENTISTS.

o

Treasurer

Vegas.

odman.

PHARMACY

DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnett building
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phon
No. 744. Appointments made by mala.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. tot Railroad avenue.
Offlct
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:11
m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
pointments made by mall.

NOTICE FOU FrCLICATIOX.

f

Taylor-Go-

Pensions
copyrights,
caveats
land patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims
11. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
que, N. M. Office, First Natlona
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
Offlee
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M

ce,

The Swift Inthoot as Addie Josi Pitches It

Delegate to National Legislative
Committee Dr. G. W. Harrison, Albuquerque.
Delegate to Council on Medical Education Dr. J. J. Shuler, Raton.
That most of the county medical
associations are In affiliation wVth the
territorial body and will send delegates as shown by the following extract from the official program:
Las Vegas Medical Society Delegates. W. R. Tipton. E. It. Shaw.
Hernallllo County Medical Society
Delegates, P. G. Cornish, C. W.
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SESSION

Soap. Nail
Haiti Brushes,
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
Corn Plaster, Corn Files,
Shampoo Cream", Hair Tonics,
TnUnin Powders, Toilet Waters

MONEY to LOAN

Vantku
ii
tor In good office

Full
kn.i.slionlnn

LOANS.

S.H IU.V.

Report of Interesting clinical cases.
with discussion.
and ili'"u- Miscellaneous reports
slons.
Report of secretary of proceeding of
the meeting of the houe of delegates.
Introduction of president-elec- t.
Resolutions) and announcements.
Adjournment.
The olllccrs of the association nrp
as follows:
President Dr. T. R. Hart, Raton
M.
Dr.
Firso Vice PresidentLane, Silver City.
Dr W.
Second Vice President
Joyner, Roswell.
Third Vice President Dr. D. II.
Cams. Albuquerque.
La
Secretary Dr. R. E. Mcllrld-Cruces-

0
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Free samples of " Pre veh t ii s" .,1.1
;l klet on Col, Is will be gladly n
ed you on request, by lr. Shoop, I.
cine, is, simply to prove merit. Pi.-- !
venti.s are little Candy Col l
',; r
Tablets. No ipilnine, no Laxa'f.,
nothing harmful w hatever. I'r- prevent colds--a- s
the name In. p.;
when taken early, or at the ,sne-jStage." For a seated cold or La Grippe, break It up safely ami quickly
with Preventl. s. Sold by all dealers.
--
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ROOSEVELT FAILS TO
DENY THAT HE WILL

ACCEPT

TIP

ON

OF

PENROSE

PENNSYLVANIA

WAS

In June.

NOI THE MAN

Globe. Ariz.. May 4. As a result against Hlatt charges
of a bloody fight on the l level of bodily Injury. Hlatt

the Old Dominion mine last Saturday
the two participants are In a
condition
and neither
of
them may survive. A strange feature of the case was the fact that
the affray had been kept quiet until yesterdny. when the sheriff and
pre-rnrl-

BE GIV-

EN AWAY IN

PURSES

dlrtrlct attorney's offce
notithe condition of the men.
w-r-

fied of

The fight occured Saturday after-

as the two men were about to
Southern Senator Says That Plot Still Lives and Will Be Affair Promises to be the Greatest noon
ascend to the surface after ending
their shift. Thy were Oscar Hlatt,
Skating Congress Ever Held
Carried Into the National Republican
a brother of Road Supervisor Hlatt,
M. Metrovitch.
They became Inand
In America.
Convention In 1908.
volved In an altercation while at
4.
May
"Roosevelt
Washington.
will be renominated and
salil Senator Marlon Butler In Wah-itito- n
Friday.
"The people are
tor him. If capital but knew It he
a fcoxl friend of capital; he Is a
friend of labor; the business stability of the United States depends upon the continuance In office of TheoHis policies are
dore Roosevelt.
sound, progressive, and thoroughly in
consonance
with the enlightened
thought of our people. The republican party will make a mistake If It
does not heed the warning and renominate him."
would havo
This announcement
with as flat denouncement from
net president
one month ago. Hut tothe
day it Is different.
Alleged Conspiracy.
A few weeks ago the country was
statled by the J5.000.000 conspiracy
story authorized at the white house.
It was related at the white house
that at a dinner given In Washington during the closing days of th3
sixtieth congress a senator who Is
popularly supposed to be Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania, revealed th
plot that had for Its purposes tha
nomination next year of a republican antagonistic to President Roosevelt and his policies. There is good
reason to believe that Marlon Butler
was one of a number of men who apprised Mr. Roosevelt of the alleged
movement to foist on the republican
national convention In 1908 a reactionary, one opposed to the president
and his policies, and who would
about face in the enforcement of the
iaws aimed at the corporations But
1

ler will neither deny or affirm that ho
told the president about the "plot,"
but he intimates that he has known
for ome time that reactionary con
spiracy was in existence.
Capital After Toddy.
"Certain moneyed interests In this
country."
said Mr. Butler, "have
made up their minds to 'do up' the
president, as they put it. They want
no more of what they call 'Roose
veltism.' They are willing to spend
with a prodigal hand in order that
the president may be eliminated as a
potential factor In the republican
party. They are not standing behind
any particular candidate. They will
bring out a number of candidates
Their purpose Is to alienate support
from the president, capture the state
delegations, and In turn state organi
zations, at the right time 'deliver' the
delegates. The 'plot' or 'conspiracy,'
call it what you may. Is doing busi
ness, has been doing business, and
will continue to do business up to the
time of the national convention. It
Is my opinion that the 'conspirators'
will fail of their purpose."
Whether iMr. Butler Is the repreof the administration In
sentative
keeping track of things political In
the south can not be learned for a
certainty. It Is known that he made
several tours to the south of late.
Before and after trips he has been In
conference with administration leaders. He still wields a great deal of
Influence with populists all over the
country. Including those who are still
populists out and out, and those who
are affiliated with one or the other of
the two great parties.

A NEW CHARACTER IN
SAN FRANCISCO GRAFT
fan Francisco. Cal.. May 4. A new against Mooney before the board of
and startling figure has arisen in the police commissioners. He will be
graft proceedings here, a man who, tried, possibly convicted by the board
wearing
the blue of the policeman and
comthe decorations of precinct
mander, has come boldly out on the
aide of decency and is laying bare the
corruption that is eating the very
heart out of the police department
This man
is "Fighting John"
Mooney, captain of police.
He has worked his way from the
tanks to one of those positions "next
la command" to the chief himself.
He is a policeman because he likes
to be a policeman, and not because he
earns his livelihood by his work.
Mooney is a millionaire.
He married into the famous Tobin
fimily of this city and as a result
commands a portion of the Tobln
wealth. His wife brought him exact-$m0 on their wedding day and

and
then dismissed, unless
his
accusations brought before the grand
jury bear fruit first and place his
present uccusers behind the bars.
"Chief Din an can get any sort of a
fight he wants with me," says Mooney
"He knows what I know, and Is
afraid to come out and fight. I don't
care a rap about the police commis- -

?.

y

I
IN MY
tliat has grown until nobody exactly
knows what Mooney is really worth.
Being rich Mooney was in a position at all times to avoid the graft
that was going on around him.
He has already
raided several
gambling houses alleged to have been
under the protection of Chief Dinan.
Several hundred inmates were arrested.
As a result of the position he always took in the "division of spoils"
Mooney was never popular with his
men or in the favor of the powers
above him. But he always did his
duty as an officer, and his cleanliness
bus always prevented him from being
dismissed on charges brought by his
avaricious commanders.
But now Mooney has declared himself.
He possesses the evidences of graft
all along the line, both In ami out
t his district.
He has told the grand
jury what lie knows.
Chief of Police iJinun Is quivering
turn things have
': his boots heoverhasthe preferred
charges
t.iken and

wieners, nor a continental about my
Job. I'm going ahead and clean up
my district."
Mooney has given out the schedule

of protection prices for gambling
houses, places of
and other
questionable businesses. Here
they
are:
Patrolman on the beat, 6 per week.
Corporal on the beat, 10 per week.
Sergeant of the district, 115 per
week.
Captain of the precinct, 125 per
week.

Chief of police and the men "higher up," $l!i() per week.
Sore)

Nipple.

Any mother who has had experience
with this distressing ailment will be
pleased to know that a cure may be
affected by applying Chamberlain's
Salve as soon as the child Is done
nursing. Wipe it oft with a soft cloth
before allowing the babe to tiur.se.
Many trained nurses ue thin salve
with the best results. For sale by
all druggists.
o

To Chicken renters.
Mausard'i
Mills are selling good
wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.

Constipation
(wt

Baked
rple. with loin poop!, hrlnf
prompt relief for t ontii.au, n. VSnh otlmra.
cuarsu all.wti-A- t hreal will liavn tha game effect.
Nature undoubtedly hut a vegeUiblft remedy to
relieve eVHrviilineiit known to umii. if physician!
can tiut tiiiil Nature' way to health. And Uui U
.trikingljr true with nrarvi to ('ontlpalton.
Tile hark of a certain tree in ( alifoniia Oa.
car Sagtmla ofTcn a most excllcut aid to thm
end. hut. combined with Kfyptian Senna, blip.
pery Elm Hark. Solid fcjtract of prune, etc.. thii
aameLascara tark I giv n iu Krealent pouiula
power to correct constipation.
A toothsome
Tablet, called Lai eu. it now made at the
Ctnlr
from this ingenuous and
Ir. fehoop LaboratorieH,
most eflectl ve prmtcription. lu eflw t on Constl.
patiou, Billousiiesi. boux btomach. Bad Breath,
balluw Complcxiuo, etc.. U lujtxxl prompt and

atijfyine.
No

no unpleasant

after effect are ex.

prleoesd. and
are put up la beautiful
lithographed metal bole at U tenia aud :i ceuta
P-box.
For lomethlnf oew. aloe, economical and
affectiv. try a box of
Lax-et-

a

lLax-e- ts
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

.

3

t'liuiiilMTlalu's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Hciicdy.
There is probably no m...li,-ii.made that Is relied upon with m.f
Implicit confidence than Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera arid iJiarihoea
Remedy. I)urlng the third of
century in which It has been in um--. people have learned that it is the one
remedy that never falls. When reduced with watir and sv e:u-ii"f- l
it Is
plea-sarto take. For s;il" by all
druggists.
it

-
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NOT1CK TO HOUSE OWVKItS.

The

Chicago. May 4. All arrangements
have practically been complete for
the tenth annual congress of the
North American tskat league which
will be held at the Coliseum in this
city on Saturday, June 8, Sunday,
June 9 and Monday, June 10. Although estimates of the number of
players who will participate in the
big event vary, the officials confidently believe that over 10,000 will enter.
The event will have an International flavor In that a number of contestants will enter from Canada and
Germany. Pour entries have already
been received from the latter country, the delegation to be led by Robert Fuchs, president of the National
Skat league of Germany. Mr. Puchs
hails from. Altenberg. "the home of
skat," and is at present arranging
with the directors of the organization of which he is the chief execp-tlv- e
to offer a prize for the big congress.
Other entries from Germany have
been received from M. Klestatt, Hern-burJacob Wachtel, Gotha, Saxony,
and G. K. Jaensch, Hamburg.
It Is
rather a coincidence that President
Max Wortsmann of the North American league has offered a round trip
ticket from Chicago to Hamburg as
one of the prizes for the congress.
Mr. Wortsmann won a similar prize
at St. Louis In the national congress
several years ago.
Trlzes to the amount of $15,000 are!
to be awarded.
The first, twenty-tlv- e
awards will be valued at over 15,000.
In all between 400 and 500 prizes are
to be awarded.
The North American Skat league
has offered the first prize, which will
be a $1,000 United States gold bond.
The second prize will be a $750 piano
and the third a $500 silver service,
both donated by the Chicago Skat
league. The fourth prize will be a
$400 hall clock donated by the St.
Skat league and the tlflh prize
Iuis
a gold cabinet valued at $300 donated
by the Detroit Skat league.
Prizes
six to eleven will be valued at $200
euch and from twelve to twenty-fiv- e
at 100 each.
Nearly every city, town and hamlet
In the country which boasts of a skat
league will offer a prize of some kind.
Secretary Harth has received word
that the skat players in Cleveland,
Uuffalo, New York, Baltimore, Boston, Pittsburg, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Toledo, Minneapolis and Denver are making appropriations for trophies.
Aside from the number of Individual subscriptions which are promised from Milwaukee, four clubs :n
that city have arranged to donate
prizes which will be costly and appropriate.
Reduced railroad rates have been
arranged for with the various passenger associations.
Players
and
their friends who may wish to come
to Chicago for the congress may apply at their local ticket agent for the
rate which Is a fare and one third
for the round trip. Certificates will
be issued which must be validated at
the olllce of Chairman Metzler in tlvJ
Coliseum. They may be purchased
June 4 to S and will be good returning until June 14.
The congress will be conducted In
two sessions, the first session to be
held on Saturday evening, June 8 and
the second session on Sunday afternoon, June 9. It is not necessary for
a player to compete In both sessions
in order to win a prize as his best
score of the two sessions will count
in determining
the prize winners.
The advantage ot competing In the
two sessions is obvious in that a player may have a poor score In the first
session and may improve it In the
second and land among the prlzo
winners.
The entertainment committee ha.f
arranged an elaborate program. Saturday will be receiving day when the
players will make their entries and
draw for their seats at the tables.
While this is in progress a musicale
has been arranged for the women In
the Annex adjoining the Coliseum
proper.
In the evening while the
men are participating In the first
session, euchre, cinch and whist parties have been arranged for the women in the Annex to be followed by
a vaudeville entertainment.
The annual meeting of the North
American Skat league will be held on
Sunday morning. In the afternoon
the second session of the congress
will be played.
A program of entertainment has been arranged for
Sunday evenning and all day Monday the visitors will be treated to
automobile rides over the boulevard
and other diversions. The prizes will
be awarded at a banquet to be held
Monday evening.
The entrance fee to the congress
will be $3 and the annual dues in
the North American Skat league 50
cents. A player need not be a member of any club or league outside of
the national In order to be eligible
for the congress.
Let me mail you free, to prove
merit, samples of my Dr. Snoop's
Restorative, and my Hook on either
dyepepsia, the heart, or the kidneys.
Address me, Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Troubles of the stomach, heart or kidneys, are merely symptoms of a deeper ailment. Don't make the common
error of treating symptoms only.
Symptom treatment W treating the result of your ailment, and not the
cause. Weak stomach
nerves the
inside nervesmeans stomach weakness always. And the heart and kidneys us well have their controlling or
Inside nerves. Weaken these nerves
and you Inevitably ha
weak vital
organ. Here is wheie Dr.
Shoop's
R'stoi itlon has made its finie. No
oilier remedy even claims to treat the
"inside nerves." Also for bloating,
biliousiifss, bad bre.tth or lonu lexion.
ue Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Write
for niy free book now Dr. Shoop's
sold by all dealer.
Are you looking for something? Remember the want columns of The
Kvening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to the people and
they talk to you.
g;

Albuquerque C'arriuge Com-punand Tijcra. lius secured
I'irt
tiie
of a firt class
giiuraiitc-ami
all work, or no Mty.
o
Doan's Kegulet cure constipation,
tone the stomach, stimulate the liver,
promote digestion and appetite and
There's nothing so good for a sore
easy passage of the bowel.
Ask
as Dr. Thomas' Kclectrie Oil.
your druggist fjr them. 25 cents a throat
Cures In a few hour. Relieve any
box.
pain In any part.
y,

--

All Kinds

work In block 13 on the 12th level,
because, It Is alleged, the Slavonian
had run Into Hlatt with a wheelbarrow.
There was a wordy dispute
and Hlatt told Metrovitch that they
would fight It out w hen they got to
the surface. The Slavonian, according to his friends, did not want to
continue the affair, but when the
American Insisted upon fighting U
nut Metravltch said they might as
well begin there. They were then
a few feet from the shaft and according to one story Metroitch
struck Hlatt over the head with his
dinner pall. Then followd a fierce
encounter and when It ended both
men were lying unconscious on the
ground, Hlatt with an ugly wound
in his side from a miner's candlestick
and Metrovitch with a shattered
skull. There are. of course, several
versions of the fight, one of which Is
that Hlatt had used a drill on the
Slav's head and another that the
latter had struck the first blow witn
his lunch bucket, which had been
previously filled with rocks.
IVar niood Poising.
Hlatt was taken to the Old Dohospital
minion
ami placed under the
care of Dr. Kennedy. It was stated
yesterday that Hlatt had but small
chances of recovery" as It was almost
certain that blood poisoning wou.d
set In owing to the condition of the
candlestick with which he had been
stabbed.
Metrovltch's condition Is not so
serious, although it is bad enough.
l esterday an operation was preformed upon him for the removal of several pieces of his skull and he was
unconscious In the afternoon. He Is
being cared for at his home.
Warrants were issued yesterday by
Justice of Peace Thomas for the arrest of both men, but of course they
have not been served, pending the result of their wounds. The warrant

assault to
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about
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are right

Twelfth Level of Old Dominion Scene
of Conflict-Bo- th
Men Are Thought
to be Mortally Wounded.

This Is the Spectacle Expec
ted In Chicago Coliseum

$15,000 Will

Our Prices

MINERS UNDER

ROLLER

TltRRE

FAfJJB

PEOPLE BLOODY FIGHT BETWEEN

AS

TERM

It Is Stated in Washington That Senator Aarion Butler Revealed $5,000,-- .
000 Conspiracy to the President.
BOIES
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Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoice! of New Type Face,

and Latett Style, of Paper., We Can Pleaie You
All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

do
2S

years old and unmarried.
My llcst lYIend.
o
Alexander Benton who Hve
Rural Route 1, Port Edward. N. T.
says: "Dr. King's New Discovery M
my best earthly friend. It cured me
of asthma six years ago. It has alj)
performed a wonderful cure of Incipient comsumptlon
for my son's
wife. The first bottle ended the terrible cough, and this accomplished,
the other symptoms left one by one,
until she was perfectly well. Dr.
King's New Discovery power over
coughs and colds Is simply marvelous." No other remedy has ever
equalled It. Fully guaranteed by all
druggists. C0c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

DECISIONS

RECENT

ON POINTS OF

IAW

In these days of the popularity of
flat buildings a Judicial construction
of the distinction between a flat and
an apartment will be of Interest.
The question was brought before the
supreme court of New Jersey In' the
case of Llgnot vs. Jaekle, $5 Atlantic Reporter, 221. The court says
Is a buildthat a flat or
ing consisting of more than one
story, in which there are one or more
suites of rooms on each floor, equipped for private housekeeping
purposes. An apartment house la either
a building otherwise termed a "flat,"
or It Is a building divided Into separate oudtes of rooms Intended for
residence but commonly without facilities for cooking. It was contended that the proper distinction depended upon the amount of rent
which was paid. The court concedes
the possibility of this, but holds that
the payment of $40 a month rent
will not convert a flat Into an apartment.
Don't Pay Alimony.
to be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for It If
you keep your bowels regular with
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their action is so gentle that the appendix
has no cause to make the least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggists.
25c Try them.
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New Mexico's Leading
WARM WEATHER CLOTHIMB

Afternoop Newspaper
c

and still
Cool summery clothing
with enough body to hold It up.
offering
we
are
the
That's the kind
clothing buyers of Albuquerque from
the tailoring shops of

i

Kohn Brothers, Chicago
The World's greatest makers of
real line ready to wear clothing. Ex- '
tremely fine but not extremely high.
Let us show you through, try on a
few coats, you will not be urged to

3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
Cni. Hellnl, MuT9UrT,
O. Bichechl, TreMmres,

J. D. E&kln, President
Q. Oloml, Vic President.

Consolidated Liquor Company

buy.

Bnoemori to
MEtINi A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A
WHOLES ALK DKALKR9 Ifi

Prices Ranee From $10 to $25

1"

GIOMI,

s

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wm

kttp ivrytblng la

Hook to outfit

most fastidious bar oomploto

M. MANDELL
WBlueFlawMeans

Have bean appointed exclusive agenta In the touthweet far Je. .
Schlltx, Wm. Lamp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Lula Hunter, T.J. Men
arch, and other atandard bran da of whlsklea to numerous t mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
Bat sell the straight article aa received by us trom the best laerlea.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and Inseeet obi
B toe It and Pricea, or writ
(or Illustrated Catalogue and Prlee klfrt.
Issued to dealers only.

Albuquerque
Iron and Brass

It means the

jives the instant a
fighted match is applied no delay, no
trouble, no soot, no
dirt. For cooking, the

vf ti

m

waa

PERFECTION
srra

J"v

r

m

wick Blue name uii looK-Mov- e

n

unequaled. It gives quick results because its
heat is highly concentrated. Cuts
in two. Made in three sizes, livery
stove warranted. If not at your deal
er s write to our nearest agency
is

fuel-expen- se

The

R&rfOLamp lamp

the best
fur
Nxm
Household use.
MaJeof brass throughout and beautifully nickeled.
Perfectly constructed; absolutely safe; unexcelled
g
power; an onament to any room.
in
tvery lamp warranted. If not at your
dealer's, write to our nearest agency.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
ilacor paroled)
light-givin-

is

Shjaft-Ing- s,

Metal;

Foundry east side of railroad track.

any stove. This is
the flame .the New
Perfection Oil Stove

NEW
7?
if

Foundry and Machine Works
St. 4. MALL, 00srlior
Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;

Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit
Fronts for Buildings.

hottest and cleanest
flame produced by

tbt

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Albuquerque, N. at.

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

NUE

j j j j

oeooeoooeoeo
The St. Elmo
BARNETT, Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue
Kie)

a ia

SB

Iron

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

JOSEPH

Columns anJ

Oi0OMtV
Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAAfPa.tr AND
CLUB ROOMS

o)eAyMM3airyBaise
COAL

I

Genuine Ainerlrau
block, per
ton
$.5
.5
Cerrlllo Lump
18.50
Authrai'lte Nut
St.O
Anthracite tulsed
Anthracite, stove .and . furnace
;
sixes
MB
Mexico City and return $10.S5, April
IS. 00
Clean Gas Coke
ttUi U May lHih. Limit July St..

J.

EXCURSIONS

i rutuv. aidhiu

Card signs. "Rooms for Rent,"
"Board." etc., for sale at the office of
The Evening Citlaen.
ftrHiMISieMli

VIA.

Trf

WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load. . . .M M

W. H, HAHN & CO.
Both rtiones.

paoh

ALBUQUERQUE

rorn

The ALBUQUERQUE
EVENING CITIZEN

THE CUB'S

CORNER

a
a

Talor: The bravest are the

tender-tt-

By The Citizen Publishing Co.

'sVru:iv.

St. .Tuhn'a Kilripal Church
ei nirnuc ami rourtn street.
Sunday school, 10 a. m.
.

mav

4. 1907.

FURNITURE

Worship

Then there's the "gum shoe."

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

CITIZE17.

Where To

j

Shrlner.

We miss the

EVENING

'

Morning service, 11 o'clock.
Evening service, 7:30 o'clock.

0
Christian
Science. Services Pun-da- y
at 11 a. m., at room 25, Grant
What's' the matter with Governor building,
corner
Railroad avenue and
Knynolds? He's nil tight.
Third street; subject, "Adam and
0
Fallen Man." .Sunday school at 10 a. g
A new :ar just received,
c
to make step- m. Wednesday evening meeting at 8
WILLIAM F. BROGAN Success is the ability
W. S. STRICKLER
ping stones out of stumbling blocks. o'clock.
Reading room open dally 0
g
and
of
the
line
best
Furniture
MANAGING EDITOR
D
from 2 to 4 p. m.
PRESIDENT
C
0
You cannot judge aright until you
ever
jj
received
in
the city.
ITcHbytcrlnn Church. Cor.
love and then you may not Judge at nerEliM
Fifth street and Sliver avenue;
11
C
all.
anrl
it
Hugh A Cooper, pastor, services at w
0
NT.
1 1 a. m. and 8 p.
11
I1NKI.Y KOMPPKD .IOII
c
a
m.
No great things are done by those mmm iladtm ladt
lahtr lahrdl lat
who are unwilling to take pains with
UIT ADVKHTIMNt; MIJHIM IN Till-- SOITHU 1T.
"Come Thou Almighty King."
things.
Solo "Callest Thou Thus. O. Mas
little
LKADINtJ P.KPIIU.ICAX PAPF.lt IN NTTU MFXKO.
ter'
0
Mietzke
Mrs. H. C. Collins.
Faith is not preserved by wrapping
UOOST1M1 ALIU OVEKOIE ANI Till".
Pastoral
Symphony"
Handel
it in verbiage which has been dead
for centuries.
IIKPVM U AX PlUNt IPI.i:s AND Till". -- sol' KK 11"AI.."
Organ "La Speranza"
.
C
Rossini B
0
Anthem
v
ASSOCIATKD PIIKNS P.F.1HHIT AND Al X1L1 HY NKAVM SHUVKi;
Solo
Is not so much in sub.Selected
duing the faculties as In leading them
Mrs. II. C. Collins.
n
to serve worthv ends.
Sunday school at 9;.10 a. m. Young B
C
people s meeting at 7 p. m.
0
The
public is cordially invited.
The laundrymen say there Is too
8
much price cutting. There is also too
Highland
M.
318
Church,
E.
South
New
Lieorge
will
Curry
sawing.
reach
Captain
touch
neck
It Is jinw officially known that
South Arno street 11a. m., preaching B
8
0
Mexico to assume the duties of governor some time in July.
oy me pastor, t). it. Hollld.iy. a p. m.
a frood
it K nevt'rt
open session of the Epworth League.
It la true that July Is two months distant.
rrom Hill l'oler.
Wont
To all these services the pu .ic Is
Mighty few uv us c'n see all th'
time to prepare for a rousing reception for the new povernor in this city t
cordially Invited.
mirror shows us.
a time to suit his convenience.
Kwnrtli IVagne Day.
0
At the capital city the talk is already going; the rounds that a brilliant
Leader, Thomas M. Dorris.
inaugural reception will be tendered him, and the people of Albuquerque
"Fortune am a bit fllrtish," observ
Scripture Psalm 34.
the metropolis of the southwest ought not to he outshone by the ancient es I'ncle Hufe. "an' smiles back at
"The Epworth League a Goodly
folks what smiles at her."
Fellowship," W. C. Warlick.
cltv.
Song.
The people of this city, regardless of party and politics, should unite In
The Epworth League and the larger
J. W. Raynnlds. territorial secre
a reusing tribute to one of New Mexico's favorite sons.
strife
4
George Curry has been a resident of New Mexico nearly all his life, ex- tary and governor of New Mexico, is son. of service, Rev. A. E. Robincept during the recent years when he has been serving his country ably an J hading the strenuous life these days
The Epworth league and the ex
with two Jobs on his hands.
faithfully on distant soil.
tension of the kingdom, Rev. R. S.
perOwens.
New
Mexico
In
among
personal
friends
h'.s
that
well
known
It is
Song.
How Sonic Men Talk.
haps no news could bring greater Joy to the heart of C.eorge Curry than
The Epworth League a Preparation
"Betting Is a fool's argument."
that he was again to return to the home of his choice.
Church Life," Miss Huggett.
for
"Oh, I don't know."
For a number of years he has remained In the uniform of the soldier,
0
live dollars It is:"
"Botcher
country
demanded it of him.
not through choice, tout because his
Elrt C'ongregatlunul Church. Cor
0
' That he may now lay aside the sword, the pistol and the khaikl clothe,
ner Broadway and Coal avenue; Rev.
Where He Hiul 'Km.
ilson J. Marsh, pastor.
is
to wear the proudest garb of all the dress of the civilian of America
"Here is an editor who advertises
Regular morning service at 11
welcome news indeed to George Curry.
that he will pay for poetry 'on o'clock; subject of sermon, "The
He should be made to feel that despite all the turmoil and political bat- sight.' "
Power of Christ."
"Yes, he s a blind man."
tle of the past year, the people of New Mexico have faith in him and are
The Lord in His Holy Temple"...
glad that he Is returning.
Quartet
Soprano
Solo "Why Art Thou Cast
Albuo.uero.ue bears the banner at the head of the New Mexico column.
IiORser Evil.
The
Down, O, My Soul?"
She always has and she should now, take the lead.
When British lordings visit us
Mrs. M. C. Smith.
Constructed on Scientific
To woo our girls, wed choose
Governor Curry has many friends in this city, as he has ail over tho
southwest, and they should unite to show him. that he still holds the samo To have them drop their "H's" here Quartet "Sing Alleluia Forth"...
Ruck
Principles.
Instead of I. O. u's.
old place in the hearts of his fellow westerners.
Organ Prelude and Postlude
0
Albuquerque Is more deeply interested In gubernatorial affairs than anv
Mrs. R. H. Lester
.Moneyed Dug.
other city in New Mexico, because she is the largest and has the most at
Evenln gservlce at 8 o'clock. Praise
service.
stake. The new governor should be made to feel this.
Sec Them.
Call
Solo "One .Sweetly Solemn
Alto
reception
A
Now Is the time to begin preparations.
such as v Governor
Thought"
Ruck
Curry should have can not be arranged at a last minute.
Mrs. E. L. Washburn.
k YUrA
It should bring together in this city all of his old friends, and all of hi
Subject of Address "The Christian
new ones, too, from all parts of New Mexico.
Race."
It should be a reception and a reunion a warm, hearty expression of
0
I 'iiM McthodM Episcopal Clniivti.
welcome and confidence.
The Rev. J. C. Rollins, L. D., pas
Governor Curry wouWd appreciate It as deeply as the honor of being the
tor. Services at 11 a. m. and s p.m.
governor of the territory nearest to his heart.
Epworth League meets at 7 o'clocK.
He is entitled to it, and the people of Albuquerque should see that lie
Sunday school gathers at 9:43.
The
gets It.
Strangers most cordially welcomed to
EXPENSIVE DOG FOOD.
Patterson. N. J. Mav 4. The all services. Following Is the ord r
United States treasury nas lust re for the day:
placed 112 which was consumed by
.Morning Worship.
violin, Prof. Dl Mauro; second violin,
an Imiilverous purp belonging to Col.
Organ Prelude.
Miss li. Loehs; flute, Mr. J. Evans;
C. C. Shelby.
The $12 also was the
Hymn "Arise, My Soul, Arise."
clarinet, Mr. A. Cox.
property
oftl
negro
of the colonel.
who was selling apples,
"Uncle," said a southern man to an
Apostles' Creed All uniting.
After the service reception to the
It seems that he received a S2 and
"wiy Is it that the top of your basket is mostly big apples, and the bottom is a $10
Gloria Patri.
bill the other day and left them Responsive Reading Eighteenth Sun-- 1 first communicants In the St. Mary's
mostly little apples?"
Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.
on
hall.
Musical selections and reui nis nome. ijne or a
day.
"Well, suh." replied the old man, scratching his head, "I spec' hit's fur lamny muie
or puppies, with an instinct Ant'hem
freshments.
How
"O,
Lord,
Manifold"
de feame reason dat de front of yo house is mostly marble, an' de back- is inai proves 11 to ue a goon bird dog.
, 1...
Afternoon 3 O'CliM'k.
i
ni'j
got up on the table and the colonel
mostly
Hymn
First Communion Class
Morning
Lesson.
returned
in time to see it swalRenewal of baptismal vows.
The top of the basket was a sham, and the front of the house was a lowing theJust
Weat Gold Avenue
t
Prayer.
$2 bill as a chaser for the
Investment with the brown scapular.
eham..
Organ Response.
tenner.
to
Admission
the apostleshlp
of
;
Offertory.
There are all sorts of shams.
Of course it took n lot of natlenre
prayer.
Rest Hymn
Here My
(There are the sham people sham, doctors. Fham lawyers, sham teacher, and then red tape to get the money Hymn "Forever
Congregation
Shall Be."
redeemed, but the exact value of the
sham lovers and all the rest. Including sham wives and sham husbands.
May Devotions
Instruction
purp, which still lives, has been un"Communion Meditation."
I There
are sham virtues sham modesty, sham charity, sham principles, alterably
Hymn
Congregation
"
'0111
111
union
Pastor.
Mediation"
established.
It
is
eleven
friendship.
gratitude,
"ii, Salutari.s Hostia"
sham
sh&tn
Lamblllotte
dollars, ninety-nin- e
Sacramental Service.
cents and ten
There are the sham vices, too, because there Is many a man who pre. .mills.
Hymn "My Faith Looks l'p to "Tantum Ergo" Choir.
Bossi
ten i)s to be worse than he Is or dares to be.
Thee."
0
Choir.
Benediction.
.There is the whole catalogue of sham f.pearames sham position in soBenediction of the most blessed sacIts a
bet that If President
Postlude.
herein you try to impress others with your sham Rooseveltsafe
ciety, sham conversation
rament.
wanted to get a favorable
Service.
Evening
Congregation
signs
prosperity
when
silver,
sham
of
knowledge, sham dinners off of sham
mention in the morning paper he I'nder auspices of the Brotherhood A "Hod of Might"
he
pay
would
regular
to
adverhave
every mall says, "Please remit."
St.
Paul.
tising rales for it.
POIM IIK ( F.DKS TO
politics, seen through the thin veil of sham patriotism.
; There'is sham
Organ Prelude.
AM KIUCA.W DKMAX DS.
0
Hymn.
There Is any quantity of sham religion, sitting in sham churches and
Constantinople, May 4. The imlistening to sham sermons by sham preachers.
Anthem "Send nut Thy Light"..
l'lltcrcd.
perial
in
Irade issued yesterday,
Gounod which the
When sunshine inters thro" a tree,
What kind of sham are you?
porte declared that tha
1 ou may be sure
Responsive Beading.
One of.
One of the rarest things in this world of ours is genuineness.
instituAmerican
schools
and
other
with the sick It will agree.
Tenor Solo "The Holy City"
for which official recognition is
the highest compliments you can pay a man is to be able to say to him, That
r or it Is pure.
Adams tions
demanded, will hereafter be treated
"He is genuine; he is sincere in all he is and all he says and all he does."
A Hod In Pickle.
J. G. Gould.
on the same footing as those of other
We've gut to believe that, you
But the world keeps on Improving.
Whistling obligatu J. L. Miller.
0
nations.
know, if we believe anything Is worth while.
Prayer.
All demands made by Americans
, Defiant
( ufertory.
Think what a wonderful world It is going to be when there Is no more
a
"Mv C'irl Von
inniir null li'tita
have been conceded and all obstacles
pretense in it; when we are not ashamed when we are poor, not envious meeker siiirit. Don't von wish in 170 Ladies' Trio "t 1, Lord, Most Merci- to a complete solution of the difficul
ful"
when we are unsuccessful; not clamoring for social recognition, because we to heaven ?"
ties which have existed between the
-"Yes; but I don't want no angel Mesdanies Downs and Miller, Miss American representative here and the
are content to be what we ore; not blushing when our coat is out at elbows,
c--,
Baker.
me
starin'
through
no
lorgnette."
at
seem
years
porte
r?
past
for
the
three
Is
old
honso
long as we can wear it
no reproach to wear an
because it
coat
Address Moral Integrity"
to have been removed.
estly and bravely, any more than It is a reproach to love our wife, faded as
The Rev. J. A. Gass, D.
Is,
No Wonder.
she
and our little home, humble though it may be.
Pass Solo Selected ... W. J. Lambert BfcTAIlKLAS EN' KL
"I once had a
Hymn.
It will be a good world to live in then, when other people have stopped
VAL1.K DED XAPKSTA
"How did it happen?"
Benediction.
shamming, and we have stopped shamming, too.
"1 was trying to explain to a Bos
Organ
Postlude.
ton girl just what is meant by the
Se Xccossitan 1,000 Opornrlos Para
0
d
Frequenters of the Albuquerque police court yesterday were treate term
mutt.
su Desaljo y Cultlvo.
First Baptist Church. Corner of
0
Broadway and Coal avenue. '
with the rather unusual sight of a prominent resident of this city being conRegular morning service at 11
victed of failure to obey the best city ordinance of the lot the one requiring
Veinticinco mil p.cres transplantados
.
Pence at
o'clock; subject of discourse, "The tiara la companla "American
Beet
A Georgia obituary reads;
him to clean up the trash in his back yard. He was lined $10. Fortunately
Design of the Lord's Supper. EvenSugar Company" por I03 cultlvadores
"Ills life on earth
lor the city there are not many of this kind within its limits. A man who
ing topic, "Christ Calming the Storms que inornn cerca de Pueblo, Fowler,
Is done ami past.
has so little civic pride that his neighbors are forced to haul him into court
of Life." Sundav school at H:30 a. m. Manzanola, Bocky Ford, Las Animas,
Married six times
to force him to do what he ought to do through common pride and a sense
B. Y. P. P. at 7 11. m.
Prowers. Lamar y Amity. Se necesi-t.ira- n
In peuce at last:"
of his duty to his fellow man is certainly not the sort of stuff needed to
A business meeting of the church Is
varios miles de hombres y
0
a good place to live in. The tine should have been doubled.
para el trabajo en los cam-po- s
called to follow the morning servlc",
Of
Course.
will
Los cultivadores
du
at
betabeles.
pulpit
committee
which
the
'
"
"S,i v
submit a report recommending th-- ' paguruu 13 centavos la hora por el
There are about 3U.'H0 people In the District nf Columbia; over 00. 0110
"Well?"
Impero
contratos por
very
los
dlario;
trabajo
is
of
a
pastor.
it
election
of them live outside of the old city of Washington (which now has no legal
"What's the best way to catch the portant that all members
acre para el desaije, el cultlvo y la
of
existence, being merged in the District of Columbia 1, in a large number ! president's ear?"
costcha es mas preferible y mas
be present.
"By getting hold of one, Loeb."
email towns and villages scattered over the hills and valleys of the territory.
para el operarlo. El trabajo
Moriiiiiu Serxice.
d
0
of the population is colored the largest number of colored
About
empiezara probalemente teniprano en
Urgan Prelinh
overture to Tann- e me ile mayo.
Wagn-Los operarlos se
people gathered in any one place in the world; about
of the popuhaiis.r"
What's the flurry?
su propio alimento y hospe-dajDoxology.
lation is very poor poorer than most poor people el where in rhe I'mte.l W iiy this hurry
Indivlduos o famlllas llegando
What's the crowd
wliv
that Invocation.
States. There is much abject poverty.
al Valle del Napesta como a mediation
Hymn "Mll-- t J. sus Bear the Cross
shout '.'
de mayo, encontraran bastante trabaDon't you worry,
Alone?"
According to press dispatches, William Jennings lban jumped from
jo remunerativo.
Para mas Informa-cio- n
It's just Currv,
Scripture
carriage drawn by a runaway team which was plunging down a steep
Beet
escribanse a "American
And we've got a right to shout.
Prayer.
Sugar Company, Bocky Ford, Colo., o
and landed on his feet fully three yards distant, safe and s.mnil. Will-la0
Choir Response.
'
Colo.
Lamar.
Jennings' proclivities for getting into bad messe and his ability to laud
er
Flan
I'ani.isi.t'
"Is your husband up et'.'" inquired offertoryA.MKBICAN ItKET SPY ATI COM PAAnthem Te Deum, In F
on Ills feet after some curtain-raisin- g
gymnastic stunts are w. I! know n.
the early morning caller.
Phone 98
S' V. UIH'KY FOHD. COLO.
Kotzsi-hF.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
g
"1 guess lie Is," replied the
AM KB I CAS' BKKT SCGAB COMPACadby,
Mr.
Mrs.
McDonald
and
Cilice the death of "Silent" Smith, whose body pas.-- through this city
woman at the door.
NY". LAMAB, COLO.
Soloists.
"W.-III'd like to (i.iy a few winds Hvmn--"Do. s, it has developed
the other evening in a baggage car of
of My Weary
Refuge
him--- "
to
In New York that he has more poor relatives who want share of that
Free Band Concert by American
Soul'
"So would I. lb- hasn't come home
Lumber Company band at Traction
fortune than there are Smiths in New
in j. great many
Sermon "The D. sign of the Lord's
Park Sunday afternoon.
ways "Silent" Smith was unlm ky.
Supper"
Rev. J. R. Valin
- o- Hymn
"Saviour. Thy Dying lxive
YOI MY 1 llV(.i: Till'. NMF.
loy en Route.
Me"
Gavest
Thou
A plan is now on foot to plow up the bed of the Missoti: I i:vcr a:.U 'flout,
l
It
AYIAI K, BIT MtV
ll.l:0l
it's been slayiu' around lure so organ l'olludc "Communion ...
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
, r
.1
n wen Tin: I'l.wou or
i
make it a deep waterway. A better plan would l. to
g.,.l
iong.
T
Batiste
Ed.
PER TON
i
Wes'.-pobi:i
mii
writv
system, which is something the Missouri river has needed ever
Tiivi:Mi:it
Bur lite is no longer a riddle.
BLOCK
r:cuing Service.
BEST AMERICAN
i
1:
O. S DOCK
'
i:u ON TAP
For vernier comes Joy lie's the broth Oman Prelude
Landing was a spot on the map.
"Canlilene" in G
PER TON
ItilHY.
of a boy.
minor. ...It. Huntington Woodman
An' he'll soon be
his lid- - Hymn
"Softly Fades the Twilight
Take a walk about Albuquerque's streets and notice how few vacant
BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
ii.-Bay of the Holy Sabbath Day"..
REShouses there are. Then sit down in the shade somewhere and quietly think
CITY AT ZEIGER'S CAFE
o
Scripture.
right
TAURANT, FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
It over. Your decision will be that there ought to be a building b
KOsf'OE, THE ROOSTER.
Prayer.
away.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.
Olleitory "Adeste Fii-les1ra11gkJ by Guilmaiu
Buffalo Punch at Vann's new f.illlldoing
engaged
is
a
to
s.
Angeles
jolly
in
honor
the
rowd of Shrint
Los
Bingham tain.
Solo "Just for Today
Los Angeles is a good entertainer, but sin- ought to see Albuquerque -- ):'
Hymn
AFTER MAY IS
lour. Again to Thy
Jr. that line. Let the Shrine r give us a chance next e.n-Ie,ir Name We Rinse"
If you want riu:i in aarertlsinr
Calming
the
Sermon "Christ
COPVAlGMT
trv an Evening Citizen want
Rev. Vaiivy
Storms of Life"
Two Prim etoii boys have been arresti d on the ili.'ige ,,f earryii.g of! an
Hymn
and
Know
Ye
"Come,
by
That
InIMF
American
1IIIDBFN' OF foil Y' A HE
;.,.v
Concert
Fne Band
"the unwritten
It is piohable that their defense will
umbrella.
and ?
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
1 111; Al K X AND
VO.Mi;X OK
hear the Lord
Lumber Company band at Traction
rainstorm."
Posthph
Williams' Indian PI l
"Festu.il March"
TOMOKIUIW.
Park Sunday afternoon.
will
cure
lidnd
lintineiit
Xrthur Foote
I I,
Do not Injure
Guatemala now wants to light the I'nited States and ttie Hepuidie
TODW AT
their physical find
BOCK III I It
O
Pi.is. tl ulisori-t- inetuuiorx
Ioiiiiik lllllK- - Cnllivplioll t liurcli.
mental well being with inuiuestible
Mexico combine. "Look out who you're shoving," said in- - ant to the
Pl.At I Si II tMU.IMl 111 It 111 I. Ik.
ut om e. ai-iiiayn the
A.
r,
I
I
lioly communion celebration: Mil II
they grow best
bread. lienienibt
llltlAI.U
-,8
poultice, e'i-!- ImsIUIiI rei
j.hant.
m7- fir. W
11
High It I: COMPANY.
Rev. Maudalarl. S. J., pastor.
iliiuiiis' lmtiuti Pile Onitwhen fed best. Select a quality 1
Murciwrcii lor Piles ml Itih
II
mas, 7 o'clock a. m.
bread that you know ia made rlsht in
Ke.y box in every
lug e( the private piirts.
The czar of Russia has now gone in for reform. Poor Xick can't -t
way. Under sanitary condiFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
Program.
ilv ilrunKits. tl mail 011 re
k:.rrunu-iltilong with the trouble he already has on hand.
tions, of good flour, properly mixed
"Come. Jesus, Come to Me"..Comire ELEPHANT.
VWiLLI AMS
and Jl.oo.
rrlft rf price. Ml ceuuJ roes..
.
Fir.--t Communion Clas.
iYei..i..i. (ii.Mi and baked, po as to be wholesome and
r'HIUMClUnlliiU I'l
Mii-i- o
TONIGHT! TONIGHT: TONIGHT!
nutritious. Bulimy' breil on t':a:
bulletin- probably
in tile ia-,- i
The "ii'f-- n bug" which is doing llnnys ,. .1 .n
SALE UY S. VANN & SON.
FOR
will be found to lultlll every requrc-me"Thou for Whom 1 Have Been
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
got thtil .n front envy of th troll weevil.
iUTZI, THE SLEUTH.
.
Long Sighing"
' ! 113
ELEPHANT.
PEERLESS HOMEMADE
FEE'S
First Communion Class.
CANNED.
BAKERY
WALTON'S
DRUG
AT
All there
about it is this: i'iedato-- y weaii'i wi:i just have to quit
CANDIES.
diOrganist, Mis D.
Subscribe for The Citizen autl get
pieiic-.b- ;
(To be continued.)
207 South First Street.
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i
rectress, Mrs. Th. J. Shinlck; ftr.u tilt
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

Sfiams and 5fieir Species

WILL PAY THE BOY.
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are the oldest firm of music dealers
in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line

We

--

may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co., 124 South Second.
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GATGOMB

II. N. M.COMMENCEMENT

STRING OF

HIS

MINES

ALL

CITIZEN.

WORKING NINE CROSS THE MYS- TER10US

IN MAGDALENA

HORSFS

EYEMLxu

SANDS TO

page itvb.

MRS.

YACHT

THESHRIHE

ARE OFF

ROOSEVELT'S
HAS

Make Your
Hot Porch

NAR-

ROW ESCAPE

Cool

Sermon An Interview With Ottoman Mines Development Company Fifteen SeeK Membership to Mistress of the White House
Will Begin Shipping Ore
the Court of Isis Banquet
Is Barely Missed by FalPacer Is
Will be Delivered TomorTonight.
Next Week.
ling Flag Pole.
an Aristocrat
row at ElKs Theater.

Baccalaurate

The

--

Boy-Fam- ous

for the
J. G. tlatcomb, bound
Iinf. W. H. Decker, nf Oallui, vac
on the hill Wednesday. In the Interest Grand Circuit with his string of ruc-er- s,
of the Hotmhton, Miftlln & Co. hook
left last night at 10 o'clock, the
concrn.
train being late. A newspaper man
O
Prof. Esplnosa reported the arrival
boy; born
at hl home of nn
yesterday.

The accredited schools of the University will be visited this summer as
Ufeual.
A member of the faculty will
make the round of the leading cities
of the territory to keep the territorial
schools before the people In an effort
to keep up the growing: interest in
the New Mexico educational institu-

tion.

O

-

Commencement season begins

Mon-

day. The lirst two days of the week
will be devoted to the final examinations. All students are required to

a
tiike these excert those making
grade of 90 in daily recitations. The
lHst faculty meeting will take place
on Tuesday afternoon when prizes,
(xholarships and degrees will be voted
upon.
O

Tuesday evening the annual Oratorical contest will take place at the
Elks' opera house at 8:30 p. m. The
following are the speakers and their
subjects: Hoy Baldwin, "The Anguish
of a Nation;" Frank C. Light, "Individualism;" William Wroth, "Abraham Lincoln;" Frank Peavy, "The
Press and Public opinion;" Allan
Kellar, "The Evils of Immigration."
The contest promises to be the best
ever held as the speakers are all mature college students of experience.
The judges on thought and composition are Prof. J. E. Clark of Santa Fe,
Mr. A. ti. McMillen and Judge
on delivery, Dr. Hope, Rev.
Marsh and W. P. Johnson. The winner gets a prize of J20 in cash and
the honor ot representing the University in the New Mexico
oratorical contest at Santa
Fe next December.
Commencement Wci-k- .
for
The Preparatory department
the first time in the history of the
institution will have a sepnrate commencement, their graduating exercises
to be held on the campus Wednesday
morning, at 10 oclock. Though the
tlass numbers nineteen only six will
appear on the program, as follows:
Orations, Tlllie Allen and Errett Van
Cleave; essays, Lola Stowell and John
Wagner; declamations, Eugenia Kele-he- r
and Kenneth Heald. The exercises
will be held in one of the groves on
the campus.
lnter-scholitst- ic

On Thursday morning on the campus will be held the regular class day
exercises of the University graduating
class, consisting of College seniors and
Normal seniors. Much mystery enshrouds this occasion and the secret
has been so well guarded that no inkling of the program has leaked out.
It Is known, however, that in some
form or other, the big rock pile and
the sun dial will be dedicated and
turned over to the board of regents.
The class of '07 has had built a large
pile of stones brought from the mountains. It Is entirely covered by several varieties of cacti and surrounded by a circle of the same mesa plant
at its base. On the south side has
been placed an artistic sun dial. This
original idea of the present graduating class will be one of the most unique of the many memorials left by
The class day exerthe graduates.
cises will occur at 10 oclock.

called at the express car where the
blooded stock was aboard, ready for
departing, and requested an Interview with Ottoman Boy, the famous
pacer, who Is the star of the group.
"ottoman Boy." said the owner. "Is
Inclined to be exclusive, but I will see
what I can do for you."
When presented to the royal,
pacer, a splendid chestnut
stallion, the scribe began:
"Well,
Otto, old boy. how did you stand the
trip from Los Angeles?"
The haughty stallion ignored the
question completely.
"He won't stand any familiarity,"
cautioned Mr. (iatcomb. Taking the
hint, the interviewer proceeded:
"Your highness, will you kindly
condescend to tell the humble people
of our modest city something of your
personal views anil history?"
At this ottoman Boy tossed his
lordly head, stamped the floor impatiently and said. "Neigh;"
"Bribe him," suggested the owner.
"Here Is a lump of sugar."
Ottoman Roy, in spite of his great
dignity, was not proof against sweets,
and upon receiving the sugar, he
loosened up.
"You newspaper men are the bore
of my life," he began, "but I suppose
I'll have to hand you out a little copy.
In the first place I wish you to be
get the story
very careful and
straight.
If there is anything I deMy age is
misquoted.
to
be
test It Is
never mind my age that's had
enough advertising already. My record Is 1:59
at present, but I am
confident that I can beat the socks oft
that on a decent track. I that is, we
(Ottoman waved his head majestically to one side to Include the other
members of his party) wintered at
Los Angeles and had a very pleasant
time of it. Our trip up here, also,
was without discomfort to speak of.
of course I feel a little travel sore
and some of the mares have stiff legs
limbs. I means, but nothing serious.
You see how we travel express train
box stalls, heavy bedding and all that.
It it were not for the frequent delays
occasioned by wrecks on the line we
would have nothing to complain of.
I
"Where are we bound for?
thought everybody knew that. The
Grand Circuit, of course. I don't
wish to be Immodest, I mean, boastful, but I think future events will
warrant me In saying that I expect to
dish out some interesting racing history this season. Mr. Gateomb will
bear me out in this. I feel strong; my
nerve is good and the only thing unfavorable If it may be termed that
is overconfidence. Now you must excuse me I have quite a bunch of hay
to nibble before the train leaves. My
appetite fails me when the cars ure
moving.
"What's that? 'Every horse has his
Why not! Same
price!' certainly.
way with humans, aint it? No more,
bye, bye!"
Traveling with Ottoman Hoy are
Grace Bond, Belmont, time 2:13
trotter; Phalla. two
olds, belonging to
and five
Mr. (iatcomb; Sonoma Girl, owned by
J. 1. Springer, and another mare belonging to Kobt. A. Smith.
blue-blood-

three-year-ol-

two-yea-

r-

GALLUP ELECTRIC LIGHT

The Alumni will hold their annual
banquet and business meeting, Thursday evening in the University Dining
hall. As careful preparations have
been in progress for several weeks to
secure a good attendance of the graduates, this will be one of their most
successful meetings. Roy Stamm,
president of the association, will serve
as toast master.

COMPANY CASE

The case of the Gallup Elcctri.'
Light Si Power company against the
Pacific Improvement company. Gregory Page. Gus Mulholland, J. H.
J. A. Gordon and Palmer
Ketner, which was begun in the
chambers of Judge Abbott, of the dis.
trlct court, yesterday afternoon, will
On
be continued for several days.
account of the absence of several witnesses for both sides the case was
contlnui'd till Monday.
The Gallup Electric Light & Power
company alleges that the defendants
The Baccalaureate sermon will lie violated a contract entered Into by all
delivered by Rev. Hugh Cooper at parties named, both defendant and
the Elks' opera house tomorrow
plaintiff. The Gallup company plant
at 3 o'clock.
was purchased from Page, with the
understanding that he would not en
The annual banquet of the Tii A- ter into competition with them.
it
lpha fraternity will occur on Monday Is alleged
that since disposing uf his
veiling.
lirst holdings. Page has started the
Pacific Improvement company.

The University commencement will
occur on Friday evening at the Elks'
opera house, at 8:30 o'clock.
Herbert J. Hagerman will deliver the address of the occasion. The
members of the graduating class are:
College
Rose
Kate Cunningham.
Harsch, Isabel Nlvin; Normal Vlda
llve J'lner.
Finney. Nellie Nuli.
Beatrice Murphy and Anita Jasper.
Officers of the University. Faculty and
seniors will appear in cap anil gown.

n,

v.

LOST BULLION
The funeral of Mrs. W. W. Garrard,
died early yesterday morning.
wa.s held from Adams' chapel this
iiftfrnoon. with Interment in Fairview
emeu-- ! y.
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TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

The following quotations were received by F, J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New Tork. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:

Nine applicants were Initiated Into
Hallut Abyad temple of the Ancient
Arabic Order of Noble Mystic Shriller this afternoon ,at the ceremonial
session held In the temple on North
Third street.
Thoe who were led
across the hot sands lo membership
were:
Dr. P. J. Cornish. Jay A. Hubbs, J.
F. Luthy and K. C Butler, of
John W. Cox. of Datil: Dr.
William D. Radcllffe. of Helen; Jerry
Jacob Jacobson, of Deming,
and
Harry Clay Kibe, of Socorro.
Those in charge of the ceremonies
were:
Thomas N. Wllkeron. illustrious
potentate; W. D. McFerran.
chief
rabban: Dr. J. F. Fierce, assistant
rabban; A. S. Malloy. treasurer; J. C.
Ferger, recorder; E. C Allen, oriental
guide; Frank McKee, director;
Gunsul. marshal; C. o. Cuh-mafirst ceremonial master; F. .1
Holmes, second ceremonial master;
Paul Teutsch, captalon of the guard.
Paul Teutsch. captain of the guard.
Tonight at 7:30 o'clock fifteen applicants will be Initiated into the
Court of Isis, the ladles' auxiliary to
the Shriners.
The applicants are:
Alhu-ipiernn- e;

Ma-nar-

Washington. D. C. May 4. Mrs.
Roosevelt and a number of ladles
her aboard the yacht
Sylph, narrowly escaped a serious accident ns the boat reached Washington yesterday on Its return trip dow ti
the Potomac river.
Through
some misunderstanding
the boat went past her dock and
crashed into a tug.
The shock was so severe that the
flu pole of the Sylph fell to the deck
with a crash, narrowly missing Mrs.
Roosevelt and those witn her. None
were hurt, however.

IS.

Denver, Colo., May 4. The Denver
po.stulllie has received otticial notii-.-the fraud order Issued by the postmaster general's department at Washington against the Lost Bullion Spanish Mines company and .'. L. Black-mawho wad Indicted by the. grand
jury at Pueblo.
The order means
all
mail received at the poslof-tic- e
that
fur the company will be returned to the sender unopened and mi
stamped that the sender will have n
u t .is to the reason.
of

pedal rubber tired folding gocatts
ju and up. Futrelle Furniture Co.
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Market.
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Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

Order Early.
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DON'T FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
YOUR
SUNDAY
FOR
DINNER.
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
CENTS.
Vann's new fountain for real cold
drinks.

Flace Your

.

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

Under Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
Convenience - Comfort - Security
. The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the caret less
and the worries fewer.
YOTJ

al.'iwing

'.wis

XELI

Receiver

M.tlone of kiie KnI. lity Savings
to withdraw from the ter
of Arizona about1
ritorial treasury

Jjii.oioi In notes aril bonds w nidi
e.l s
Were deposited there several
ago by the association.
The deposit was made under the
law s of the territory- which provide
that ouUide savings associations and
insurance companies must make a
deposit in order to carry on business '
within its boun lam s
THE TAKING-FR- EE
FOR
YOURS
LUNCH AT THE WHITE

IN YOCTt HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

))0000KfKX0C0

SCREENS

FLY"

6S an ordinary door at j rices that defy
Door erreens as
e
screen doors in both strength ar.d price. Window
screens that are as Eircr.g &s a door at 7 cents per foot at th
tlr-or.j-

eaHtern-mad-

SUPERIOR
PtANIG MILL
SEE OL'K NEW IJUICK HUILDINCi

I

0rAOfDKOC000

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

FAINT

S

Covers more, looks

the longest, most economical; full

best, wears

meat-tire-

PAPER Always in itock.
BUILDING
Platter, Lime, Cement.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIIIST 6TRF.ET AND COAL AVE. AI.IirgrKIiQl E. NEW MEX.

K0000OCOeK00

,

r

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

Groceries

TRY US;

at marvelous!' low prices.
CASH

The
telephone
preserve
your health, prolongs your Ilia
and protects yoor home.

TELEPHONE

A

ct

11

q

r. r.

Where to Dtne Well

Hatters

;

r

w.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailor.

Waste Land

l

changed.

Fiw Phonographs Frm

&

Louis. .May
6.45.

1

00000CX3K)00000l

M

.

St. l.iniU Wool Market.
Wool
St. Iiuis, .May 4

rV- -

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

C. F. Alien

!

'.:

The Bank of Commerce

Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Roofing. Shecp-dl- p
Tank. Galvanized
Water Tanks, Pipe anil Repair Work.

GROCERY

'j

HEN you pay all bills by check, your buslneet n recorded
accurately.
Each Item shows for Itself. There ia a. correct record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
T5-flaccounts.

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Ptoprletori of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
RMRROOK RR03.
112 John Street
Phone 506.

High Grade

---

book.

l.ixc-tiM'-

12
-

W

Corner

Si.

1

Puts System Into Your Business

3rd St. Gold Ave

r

F. R. R.

;

;

(

& S.

A Checking Account

.

Melnl Market.
York, May 4. Lead and

repair.
10 West Gold Ave.

Highland Livery

i

New

v-

Watch Inspector A. T.

VTtOXAL CO.
THE COLORADO
I.1EE ASSIH YNCE SOCIETY.
"An old line" Insurance company,
with ample capital, solid, conservative, progressive. Writes liberal contracts of insurance and investment.
Prewltt & Prewitt. Managers, Commercial Club building.

fpe-cl.il- ty

-

Watchmaker and Jeweler

Bring me your watchet, clocka and Jewelry for

The Albuquerque

'

7

N. H. AXDRUS
The Old Reliable

10 per cent.

;

,

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Wanted

i r

i

Hou."

ALBERT FABER'S

Mrs. Margerite Cohon, the sick woman who went to Raton last week
and returned again thi week, was o.
cated this morning. When asked for
a statement Mrs. Cohon said:
I
"1 have had too much publicity.
am not sick and afflicted Just to give
you fellows stories. I want aid, and
If you can have your readers help m?,
I will be indebted to you.
"Where are you living?" was asked
Mrs. Cohon.
"None of your business.
You fel
lows told everybody that I went to
1
1
Raton.
admit
had a ticket to
Raton, but 1 did not get oft there. I
went to Trinidad, and then to Den
ver. But it was too cold for me there.
so I came back to Raton. 1 then decided that Albuquerque had done me
more good than any other place.
It is the place for me."

Alexander McGregor, a prominent
mining man of Silver City who will
attend the first several days of the
In large tracts. Title
conclave at Los Angeles, then go to
must be perfect.
San Francisco. From 'Frisco Mr. McGregor will sail for Korea, where he Address, box 282, No. Zaklma, Wish. U. S. A
will install some mining machinery,
sold to a Japanese firm by the Eraser
& Chalmers company'.
W. C. Porterfield.
the amiable
wholesale druggist of sliver City, and
wife; also Judge W. H.
Newconib,
who deals out fines an4 Justice to all
crime-doer- s
In Silver City.
Gus tJ. Johnson, superintendent of
the Colorado Fuel & Iron company s
mines at Starkville. Colo., Is also here
Dividends In the other fellow's
to attend the ceremonial session.
pocket on the rent you are
Coney T. Brown, 33d degree Mason,
paying.
also inspector general and honorary
member of the A. A. S. R. for New
A small cash payment and
Mexico, with headquarters at Socorro.
William Slaughter, a banker of
t;0.00 a month will buy a
Roswell. N. M., accompanied by Mrs.
hou.se, with bath.
Slaughter, their baby and maid.
C. L. Snook, a railroad conductor
of Raton, N. M
Fred Kammer. a1
REALTY CO.,
railroad engineer of Las Vegas; F. B.
Brown, railroad engineer of Las
Armljo
Building.
ELDER,
E.
J.
Vegas, and G. A. Milr "y, another engineer of Las Vegas.
A party was expected
from Saa
Marcial. but up to 2 o'clock they had
not registered at the Shriller temple.
Dr. William D. Radcllffe. surgeon
Niiiiiinai'v of Conditions.
for the Santa Fe railway at Helen.
New Yolk. May 4. Railroads III N. M.,
and Miss Kale Km hnke, of
Mississippi suspend extension work in the same
place, arrived In the city
protest against recent state legislathis morning to attend the ceremon'
tion.
session if the Rallut Abyad temstorm throughout ial
Severe snow
ple and the Court of Isis of the Shrinreported ers.
Kansas and bad weather
Dr. Radcllffe and Miss Kroenke
Irom Nebraska and Texas.
will accompany the local Shriners t
Rumored Sir William Ramsay, Los
Angeles.
English chemist, has discovered a
Hals ('leaned and Blocked In
method of manufacturing copper by
any Style I'unuinas a Speuse of radium vapors in cc.mlpin.il ion
it h other metals.
Clothing
cialty
steam
NETTED
WO
Iron uml steel markets show great
(leaned and Pressed.
Mnngth and cmisi'lcralile scarcity of
I
w iiateri,i 1.
to
Orders Attended
No large contracts for delivery of
MAN'S CLUB MANY
Promptly.
s'eel rails next yar have been dosed
,
yet.
Duns Review says manufacturers
t
active in all leading industries
PRESENTS
and outlook In the steel business
&
ioul.1 hardly be better.
says
Phone 580.
uneasonable cold
Br.nlstreeis
trade
and
weather still hampers
A
imps developments.
wa In Id at the Women's !ub. on West Hold avenue,
k.
Chicago
afternoon, f r the benefit of
iiieago. May 4. faille receipts yesterday
Over 3U I. idles, meniber-am- l
4.25''a the club.
Market steady. Beeves
::'i.
gue-ds- ,
A very
were
I X L
ti 4n;
cows
l.Mt 'k 4. Mi ; heifers 12. CO pleasant afternoon
was spent by tin
to gathering
'i 5.311; calves $4 .nu'n 5 2 5; good
beautiof
number
and
the
prune steers $5. 35 'u i 4 ; poor to
AND- sim kers and ful anil useful gifts presented to tin
medium 1 4. 1 5 'n 6. 4 o
dub speaks for the l.herallty of tic
f. eders $.'.(Mi 'u 5.1 5.
Meat Market
Sheep receipts v()imi. Market steady. many donors. Anions the gifts aiv
Western (4 .40 ti tl.Mi; yearlings $6.75 a beautiful berry set delicate china
901 South Edith
'ti 7.65; lambs
western plates of many de.'rip. lions, cups and
$'!.5u 'u Vt;n,
"auec-rscooking uten--isilver spuon-?i'i.5' 'ii ..7n.
Phone 40
table linen, an artistic lemonade
set. live beautiful pic'. ires to hang on
kalisa- - ( iiv l.iic-tncre"attic
t lie
Kansas ( Hy, May 4.
a Is, a fine inissi :i chair and 1
ceipts lull; steady. Southern steers in ca-These gifts vill greatly add
cows
$4 loi'd 5.5n; southern
SJ.liO'n to the beauty ami C" .vemeiice of th;
4.5n; mockers and
feeders J:.50
club rooms and the ..lies of t lie dub
5.35; bulls 3.20 'n 4.5ii ; calves j:;.(ni'u
w
hearty appred- to t x press lit
5.50; western fed steer J 4.25 'n 5. 50; .itl'.n and thanks to ' :.e iii.ii y II'Ii im!- 5
7
4
5
2
$
3.
ft
Western fed etiws
ho have thus
oit lulled.
by your
is greatly Influenced
Sheep receipts none. Maiket steady.
Muttons $5.511 'ii 6.75 ; lambs $7.10'n
is always to
food
Good
diet.
7
5
5.
".no fed
s.tia; range wethers
be had of us. We make a
Will TAKE $20,00
ew.-$5 25 'n 6.60.
of selling strictly freh,
Money Market.
New York, May 4
Prime mercanAWAY FROM ARIZONA
tile paper 5'j'iit; per cent; silver Oo'i
unnt-rait, nominal.

w York Stocks.
American Sugar
125V4
Amalgamated Copper
96
American Smelters
13i
American Cur Foundry
374
4&
Atchison
03 '2
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
HS'j
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
61
Canadian Pacific
176'2
Colorado Fuel
3a 7
'iiicago Great Western com ... 1 1 i
Denver and Rio Grande coin...
-- 4&
Erie com
56
Erie lirst preferred
75 'i
Missouri Pacific
National Lead
644
New York Central
116
78
Norfolk
Pennsylvania
K'41
Beading
113'
hb
Southern Pacific
136
St. Paul
14S
I'nion Pacific
1' S. S. com
37 Mi
I". S. S. pfd
10L'
351,1(00
Total sales
shares.
Greene Cananea
6lii
Shannon
IK'S
ISO
Calumet and Arizona
Copper Range
North Butte
S2's
27V
Butte Coalitlonn
ft 5
ld I lomlnion
J10.36
October cotton
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MctJregor and Mrs.
Maggie W. Porterfield, of Silver City;
Mrs. Ettle M. Cox, of Datil; Mrs. A. .1.
Maloy, Mrs. Armah aHrlow, Mrs. E.
C. Butler, Mrs. J. F.
Luthy
Mrs.
Belle Forbes, Mrs. Chloe S. Hubb,
Mrs. D. S. Rosenwald, Miss Jennie
Rosenwald, Mrs. Samuel Levy, Miss
Nettle Levy and Miss Pearl DeSohn,
of Albuquerque.
After the Court of Isis has adjourned tonight the Noble Shriners and the
Ladies of Isis will assemble at the
Alvarado, where a banquet will be
served.
Speeches, songs, toast, etc., will
help the nobles and ladies to enjoy
the evening. At 12:35 o'clock they
will board a special car attached to
passenger train No. 7, bound for the
oasis of Los Angeles, which they will
They hop.-treach Monday morning.
report at the Albuquerque headquarters there in the Hollenbeck hotel In time to attend the opening exercises of the grand conclave.
The last party of Shriners to pass
through Albuquerque for Los Angeles was the Hella temple, of Dallas,
Texas, forty strong, in three special
cars, attached to the first section of
train No. 1, which arrived here at
10:30 o'clock last night.
The train
stopped here nearly two hours, and
during that time the Dallas nobles
anil ladles visited the city by electric
light.
Among the out of town members of
Rallut Abyad temple and the Court
of Isis who are in the city today are
the following:
W. H. Jack, president uf the territorial cattle sanitary board at Silver
City, who is accompanied
by Mrs.
Jack and daughters.
John H. Rraggam, a well known
cattleman of Silver City, who will accompany the local party to Los AngeElizabeth
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LETTERS

Among the prominent mining men
territory in the city today attending the meeting of the Shrlners
are O. T. Brown and 11. A. True, of
Socorro.
Both are officers and heavy stockholders of the Mines Development
company, operating in the Kelly district.
The former Is president and
general manager of the company, and
the latter Is treasurer and secretary.
The property commanding the attention of the company at present Is the
Key group, several claims of which
He Just east of the famous Graphic
and Kelly mines.
Regarding the Key group, M.
Brown said:
"We today finish the building of a
road to the mine, that we have been
working on for the past three months.
The road is a continuation of the
Kelly road and is cut out of the side
of the mountain.
Another improvement being made at the mine Is the
erection of some ore bins.
In the
past we have been piling our ore on a
dump in the open air. We will begin
shipping ore next week.
"The development work that has
Deen going on for the past five years
Is now beginning to bear fruit. Within three months we will have connected the Key tunnel, which enters
from the east side of the mountain,
with the Tip Top tunnel, which enters
from, the west side of the mountain,
and within live months we will have
attained the greatest vertkie depth in
the district. The portals of the tunnels Just spoken of will be 6,000 feet
apart. Several ore stopes have been
encountered in these tunnels, but to
what extent they reach out from the
tunnels we have not yet ascertained.
However, we are quite sanguine that
they are of large extent, as the formations encountered
are identical
with the rest of the Magdalena district rich in copper, line, gold and
silver.
"We had some trouble In getting
air Into the lower workings of the
mine at first, but this was fiaally
pipe.
solved by a seven-Inc- h
We are
carrying air at present a distance of
2,000 feet with success.
"But don't think that we have the
only mines in the Magdalena district
under extensive development and operation," concluded Mr. Brown. "The
Magdalena mountains
are full of
mines and miners and all are working."
Mr. Brown and Mr. True will not
accompany the local Shrine to los
Angeles, but will return to the Gem
City tonight.
of the

will gif
ou a cool, "rcludod rartfnl
retreat on the hottest daja,
practically adding; another
room to your home
nd
that room the most comforroom of
table,
all.
Call and see oar stock
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S.PKCIALS

or Saturday, May lib.
Sue sweet potatoes, per can.lSc
15c
Standard corn, 2 cans
15o can salmon, per can.. 10c
.spaghetti. Vermicelli and
10c
Macaroni per pkg
2Zc lireakfast Call Coffee
per lb
20c
Uinger Snaps
lieperPiincets
20o
pkg
ti
K, irn Kinks,
25c
pkgs
Koice, per pkg
8 bars bilk
,, lt'c
2&C
cap
l
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BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
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It Will

Developed By tlio Lincoln Turin Association.

by the American
be accomplished
people, and by their Individual contributions, and not through any appropriation from congress, or through
the subsidy of large private fortunes.
It should express the democratic
sympathy and loyalty of the American people for and to this great president, who has so fittingly been called
ihe "first American."
The Lincoln Farm association Is an
organization of American citizens to
which every one shall be entitled to
membership who contributes through
the general fund for the preservation of this historic spot, any sum not
cents, nor- to
less than twenty-fiv- e
dollars. Every
exceed twenty-fiv- e
be
recorded In
such subscriber shall
card catalogues,
the membership
which will ultimately rest In a piace
of. honor and of public access in one
of the historic buildings to he erected
on the farm. Each subscriber shall
receive, Immediately upon the receipt
of his donation to the work of the
association, a handsomely engraved
certificate of membership In the Lincoln Farm association, bearing on its
face a portrait of Lincoln, a picture
of the .cabin In which Ue wad born,
and of the white house at Washington. It will also bear the member's
name and the autographs of the officers and trustees of the association.
The board of trustees of the
Farm association were actuated in this movement because they
believed that the most valuable assets of any nation are the tradition,
the sacred associations. and the
shrines made holy by the accumulator love with which successive generations bedeck them. George Eliot
said: "No nation ha.s ever become
great without holidays and processions dedicated to the noble." The
United titates as yet Is notoriously
poor In this direction
This Is not
wholly on account of Its youth, but
on account also of the Indifference t J
spiritual welfare which has characterized a youth enamored by material plenty and drunk with the pros- conperity that comes from the ea-Quest of fertile acres and exoaustless
youths
have turned
mines. American
longing eyes toward the holy places
of Europe, and visited the blrthplacea
of Robert Burns and Schiller, the
tombs of Walter Scott and Victor
Hugo, and the millennial monument
of King Alfred at Winchester; while
the birthplace of our matchless
clearAmerican the strong-handed
Lincoln
headed, and
acre
have
has been left, after its
been lmproverlshed by careless tillage, to become a humiliation to the
poet and the historian, and the butt
Pig
of ridicule to the irreverent.
-
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the Lincoln Birthplace Farm as

Iouk When

than preserve the memory of our
lamentable differences. It will continue to be a birthplace of citizenship and patriotism.
It Is the sole purpose of the association to help the American people
to their own; to
with them
in making of this Kentucky farm a
worthy companion of Mount Vernon
In the affections of the American people and the admiration of the world.
It is the purpose of the association
to
with the lovers of Lincoln, old and young, and as need be
held rather than dictate or direct
their patriotic generosity.
The historic ground will be owned
and cared for by The Lincoln Farm
comassociation's
mittee of patriotic citizens. To them
will be entrusted the expenditure of
the subsidy which the members of
The Lincoln Farm association shall
raise. Lying, as this farm does, almost at the centre of our population,
it will ever be the most accessible,
and In many ways will be the most
attractive, of all our historic parks.
It will be the moat significant and
the most useful as a common ground,
typifying the large Industrial development growing out of the political harmony of eighty millions of people
a great national school of peace, civic
righteousness, and unity, a museum
of national loyalty, where all animosity will forever be buried, and where
north and south will find a common
ground of pride.
The officers and biard of trustees
of The Lincoln Farm association are
as follows:
Joseph W. Folk, governor of Missouri, president; Joseph H. Choate,
Henry
to England:
Watlerson, editor Louisville "Courier- Journal"; Cardinal Uibbons, archbishop of Baltimore;
Edward M.
Shepard. lawyer and author; August
Belmont, director
of Louisville &
Nashville railroad;
Horace Porter,
to France; William
Travers Jerome, district attorney of
New York county;
Jen kin Lloyd
Jones, director Lincoln Centre, Chicago; Charles A. Towne, congressman
from New York; William II. Taft,
secretary of war; Lyman J. Gage,
of the treasury; Norman
Hapgood. of 'Collier's"; Ida M. Tar
bell, biographer of IJncoln; Samuel
L. Clemens ("Mark Twain ); Augus
sculptor; Albert
tus
Shaw, editor of "Heview of Reviews'
Thomas Hastings, architect; Robert
J. Collier, of "Collier's"; Clarence H
Mackay, president Postal Telegraph
& Cable
Co.,
treasurer; Richard
Lloyd Jones, secretary.
The office of the association Is at
74 Broadway, New York.
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flow About This
Campbell Theory?
OOOK)CW0GOO0COO

(By It. '. N. .Iiil in I'l.-I.- l and I'arni.)
There is no such thing as dry
farming or scientific soil culture
if. A more
the terms are imsle
appropriate one U'HiM be given to
with
firming
as
method,
suoli
the
limited moist ui 4 or the intelligent
Is
all
cultivation of the soil, as this
that
It Is. Create the imprtj-ioabout .1
there is something scientific
of the people will
and
they
It,
as
have an
investigate
never
can or
Idea tout ajiy
should make a farmer. Mr CampA
t
gre.it deal of
bell is entitled
--
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A leading lieilth Journal in
answering the question. "What
Is the
to
prescription
best
clean and purify the blood?"
prints In a recent Issue the foln
lowing: Fluid Kxtract of
one-haounce. ComComKargon
one
pound
ounce.
pound Syrup Knrs.iparllla three
ounces. Shake well and u:ie In
tVaspoonful doses after each
meal and at bedtime.
drugA well known local
gist states that these are harmIngredients,
vegetable
less
which can be obtained from
any good prescription
pharmacy.
This mixture will clean the
blood of all Impurlttles. In Just
a few days the skin begins
to clear of sores, bolls and
pimples. It puts vigor and energy Into
flnoilitated
men and women. For many
years Sarsaparllla
alone has
been considered n good blood
medicine. Hut while It built
tip ami made new blood, the
impurities
within
remained
and the good accomplished was
Sarsaparllla.
only temporary.
however, when used in combination with Compound Kargon and
Extract Dandelion,
works wonders. This combination puts the kidneys to work
to filter and sift out the waste
matter, uric acid and other Im- purities that Cause disease. It
makes new blood and relieves
and lame back
rheumatism
and bladder troubles.

0090000000t0000

credit for lying the means of attract
ing people from all over the country
ii matters not even if some of the
railroads are behind him. as well as
land boosters. I hope It w t l all lead
to a better system of farming from
the one generally followed all over
the country.
The Idea Is nothing more or les
than the old English system
'
leaned fifty years ago which my
father and grandfather followed before inc. except this subsoil packing
and which I think is largelv a fad of
Mr. Campbell's.
We do not read of

run-doir-
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Tools of An Up- -

Burglar

nooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Criminal Invention was never more
rw,.iii'fef nl tlmn it is todav. r or
proof of this assertion, the man wn
om.ie it the custodian or capturuu
burglar tools at detective headquarters m.inted to n outfit found In the
possession of a London thief named
Davis Berlll. It was the most complete ever captured by the police,
who say that it was made by Berillh in ielf. and that he is the toolmakai- - fnw tVie
hoiisetireakinir fraternity.
Berlll and his ral, Ell Lennon, are
described as Polish tailors, nut iney
are regarded by the police as the
heads of a dangerous gang of cracksmen operating in England and Germany. The two were caught entering a fur warehouse Hocked with
goods.
Upward of eighty finely
tools, from socket Jimmies and
movable wrenches to electric Hash
lamps, such as are used by a
uMfe breakers were found on
Berlll. being secreted around his body
Thus ac- In the shane of a cuirass.
BerlM
coutered for a night's work.
could laugh at locksmiths one unu
uii no Hovlce ever invented being
Rerlll has
..f umlniit Vila nttn. U
been Identified by the police of Dov
er and Dublin as having been concerned In great jewel robberies in
those places, and he Is wanted n
Germany for a long series of boll
He has a son whom
depredations.
he trained to be an expert burglar.
nn-isli-
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a
escutcheon, having the royal
castle and lion of Castile and Leon
with the
blazoned in combination
four anchors of his old coat of arms.
H6McClellan begins advance on
Richmond.
140.000
Army of Potomac.
1S64
strong begins its final advance on
ltapldan
Richmond and crosses the
soon after midnight.
George II. Checsinan. the cattle
buver, was in Silver City lat week
anil while here made arrangements
for the delivery nt tins point of about
on
fifteen hundred bead of cattle
May 1Mb. Those who li.ixe contractthe
ed to sell to Mr. Clie.sMiian are Hol-son
Crow Foot Cattie company, tinCattle company. J. W. Alien and
others.
Columbus receives.,

t(..
$1 60

niag-nitliie-

HAItlllNG.
lOlt
pert

setting. Rose comb.
Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
liens. Addles?,
liying
Pure bloods. 4"
J. E. Pauley, Kstanclu. N. M.
"
o
Sprains Ouickly cur.' I.
freely
parts
with
the
Bathe
Pain Balm and g;v 'hem
absolute l est, and a qui- I; uie. For sale by all drugv-!New arrivals for the week Iarge
assortment of velvet and Axminster
rugs, all sizes.
Also Hoosier kitchen
cabinets. Futrelle Furniture Co
o
W do It right. KOCGII DRY. Imperial Laundry Co,
Eggs

Brown

depends upon the food you cat

Dr. PRICE'S Cream Baking Powder

4

makes the food
tnore healthful and delicious
finer-flavore-

d,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

(y H. V. Milllnbiir.)
was midnight, deep and

f
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looking up at her roguishly, was the
still, in gnawer of her carpet, and the
It
her comfort. She moved tothe mansion of Mrs. 1'atlngton as wards of
him, and hi.-- , not coveting the
it was, very generally, about town
darted by her.
So pro- closer acquaintance,
on a cold night In March.
pursued him to the other end of
found was the silence that It awak- She
again
entry
and
he passed by her.
ened Mrs. P., and she raised herself the
upon her elbow to listen. No sound Again and again she pursued him
no
success.
better
with
At last, when
greeted her ears, save the tick of the In most doubt as to
which side would
old wooden clock In the next room, conquer,
fortune, perched upon the
which tood there In the dark, like
turned the scale in favor of
an old crone, whispering and gibber- banister,
p.
.Mrs.
mouse, in an attempt
ing to Itself. Mrs. Partington re- to run byThe
her. presumed too much
lapsed beneath the folds of the upon
former success. He came too
blankets, and had one eye again well
her upraised foot. It fell upon
coaxed towards the realm of dreams, near
while the other was holding by a his muslpilar beauties like an avavery frail tenure upon the world of lanche of snow upon a new tile, and
he was dead forever.
Mrs. Partingreality, w hen her ear was saluted by ton
upon him as he lay before
the nibble of a mouse, directly be her. gazed
Though she was glad at the reneath her chamber window, and the sult, she
could but sigh at the necesknawlng her
mouse was evidently
Impelled the violence; but
sity
which
chamber carpet.
which
for
the mouse might have
Now. If there is an animal in ttv? long
a blessing to the socatalogue of creation that she dreads ciety continued
which he moved.
and detests, It Is a mouse; and she Slowly in and
sadly she marched uphas a vague and Indefinite idea that
stairs,
rats and mire were made with esWith her shoe all sullied and gory;
pecial regard to her individual tor- And
the watch, who saw't through
ment. As she heard the sound Of
the front window squares,
the nibble by her window, she arose
Told us this part of the story.
and cried
again upon her elbow,
That mouse did not trouble Mrs.
Shoo!
Shoo! energetically, sever Partington
again that night, and the
al times. The sound ceased, and she old clock In the next
room struck 3
fondly fancied that her trouble was before sleep again visited
the eyelids
over. Again she laid herself away as of the
relict of Corporal Paul.
carefully as she would have laid eggs
cents a dozen, when
at forty-fiv- e
ooooooooouoooooooooooooooo
nibble, nibble, nibble! she once more
heard the odious sound by the w in-- 1
dow.
"Shoo!" cried the old lady
again, at the same time hurling her
shoe at the spot from whence the
sound proceeded, where the little tXOCOOOOOOCXDCXOOCXTOOOOOOO
midnight marauder was carrying on
All hall the poet Coburn
his depredations.
Who scorns to write in rhyme.
A light burned upon the hearth
And gives us some new epics
she couldn't sleep without a light
Divorced from tune and time.
and she strained her eyes In vain to
catch a glimpse of her tormenter His
numbers are Idylle,
playing about amid the shadows of
the room. All again was silent, and AreHis tropes and similes
like the dreamy music
the clock, giving an admonitory trem
(tf summer birds and bees.
Midnight: ana
ble, struck twelve.
Mrs. Partington counted the tintlna-bulou- s
knots as they run off the reel His pastorals are pleasing
And breathe of tilth and toil;
of time, with a saddened heart.
Nibble, nibble, nibble! again that His metaphors are fragrant
With odors of the soil.
sound. The old lady hurled the other shoe at her Invisible annoyance. He sings
of King Alfalfa,
It was all without avail, and "shooing" was bootless, for the sound came HeThe Kansas cow and steer;
sings of hogs and horses,
again to her wakeful ear. At this
And proud old chanticleer.
point her patience gave out. and,
conquering her dread of the cold, she He
tells the thrilling story
arose and opened the door of her
w heat and corn to burn,
room that led to a corridor, when, Of OfKattlr-corn
and sorghum,
taking the light In one hand, and a
And other things in turn.
shoe in the other, she made the circuit of the room, and explored every Then takes a new departure
nook and cranny in which a mouse
And In merry sport
could ensconce himself. She looked Indicts
the weather croakers
under the bed, and under the old
And hales them Into court.
chest of drawers, and under the
washstand, and "shooed" until she
The men who see a blizzard
could "shoo" no more.
In every fall of snow;
The reader's own imagination, if The
men who roar of sizzards
he has an imagination skilled in
When summer breezes blow.
limning, must draw the picture of the
old lady while upon this exploring
who slander Kansas
expedition, "accoutred as she was," The men any
When
bit of drouth
In search of the ridiculous mouse.
We have our own opinion upon the Comes creeping up from. Texas
Or some place further south."
subject, and must say with all due
deference to the years and virtues The men who see
disaster
of Mrs. P., and with all regards for
And rutns In the Hoods
personal attractions very striking in That
apple
start
the
blossoms
judge
we
years
should
one of her
And wake the sleeping buds;
that she cut a very queer figure, Indeed.
who prate of cyclones
Satisfying herself that the mouse The men some
delightful breeze
When
must have left the room, she closed Comes
dancing through the cornfields
the door, deposited the light upon the
greet
To
the greening trees.
hearth and again sought repose.
How gratefully a warm bed feels,
merry twinkle
Then
a
with
when exposure to the night air chilled us, as we crawl to Its enfordlns HeIn his poetic eve.
hints at some resources
cover! How we nestle down, like an
That we might safely try.
infant by its mother's breast, and
own no Joy superior to that we feel,
found too dry for farming,
coveting no regal luxury while revel- If We
need not call a halt.
So
ing In the elysium of feathers!
some beds of gypsum,
felt Mrs. P. us she again ensconced WeA have
pinch or two of salt.
herself in bed. The clock in the next
room struck one.
A little lead and spelter,
She was again near the attainment
Some stucco and cement,
of the state when dreams are rife, Some
coins held by the bankers
when, close by her chamber door,
Unloaded, unlost, unspent.
outside, she heard that hateful nibble
her
renewed which had marred
peace before. With a groan she AndWeif too wet for farming, grass,
arose, and, seizing her lamp, she A littlestill would have some
coal and cordwood,
opened the door, and had the satisA little oil and gas.
faction to hear the mouse drop, step
by step, until he reached the floor And
If the trusts should pinch us,
below.
Convinced that she was no
We still need not repine,
rid of him for the night, she returnLansing might hand over
ed to bed, and addressed herself to For
Some bricks and binding twine.
sleep. The room grew dim; in the
weariness of her spirit, the chest of
prove that here in Kansas
drawers In the corner was fast los- To Besides
the helpful hen
ing its Identity and becoming somea large contigent
thing else; in a moment more nib- WeOf have
very
helpful men.
ble, nibble, nibble! again outside of
the chamber door, as the clock in So let us still have courage,
the next room struck two.
Nor say our lot Is hard,
desperaAnger, disappointment,
each foaming bumper.
tion, fired her mind with a new de- And fillour
good Kansas bard.
For
Once more she arose,
termination.
but this time she put on a shoe
stoup of sack for Coburn,
Ominous move- A And,
her dexter shoe.
lest we should forget.
ment! It Is said that when a wom- And
go about complaining,
an wets her finger, fleas had better
That it's too dry or wet.
lloe. The star of that mouse's destiny was setting, and was now near
chloroform the croakers,
the horizon. She opened the door I't's
And Coburntze the crowd.
quickly, and, as she listened a mosing his Kansas anthems,
ment, she heard him drop again from And
And sing them long and loud!
stair to stair, on a speedy passage
Henry W. Roby.
down. The entry below was closely Topeka, Kan.
secured and no door was open to ad
mit of his escape. This she knew,
and a triumphant gleam shot athwart
For stomach troubles, biliousness
her features, revealed by the rays of and constipation try (Chamberlain's
the lamp. She went slowly down the Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many
stairs, until she arrived at the floor remarkable cures have been effected
below, where, snugly in a corner, by them. Price, 25 cents. Samples
with his little head like black eyes free. For sale by ull druggists.
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do I take Cardui"? writes Mrs
Jelemma Mullins of Odessa, W.
Va. "Because, after suffering
for several years with female
trouble, and trying different doc
tors and medicines without obtaining relief. 1 at last
found, in Wine of Cardui, a golden medicine for all my
ills, and can recommend it above all others for female
complaints."
Cardui furnishes safe relief for backache, headache,
periodical pains, irregular, painful or unhealthy
flow, and all ailments from which sick women
sutler. A perfect tonic for delicate women. A pure
vegetable medicine for girls and women who are subject
to the complaints peculiar to their sex. Has benefited
over a million who used to suffer as you do.
At every drug store, in $1.00 bottles.
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fully til your symptom
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our first parents requiring any special training when they were put Into
the Garden of Eden to keep and
dress It. Given a reasonab.e amount
of common sense and close observation, watching carefully how everything grows under different (treatment and one has within him w,.at
should make a successful farmer.
Pliny, the great writer, tells us the
greatest compliment that could ie
paid to any man living when the
Roman Empire was at Its height was
to be considered a successful farmer.
Mr. Campbell tells us he plows
about 7 inches deep, then packs this
under four Inches. Why plow It up.
then pack it? He cannot make it
much firmer than nature left It. Let
two or more inches of rain fall In a
short space of time as It often dues.
A packed soil that prevents moisture
from coming above the packed line
will also prevent the rain from percolating down as nature Intended It
to do. The three Inches above can
not absorb a heavy rain and there
fore it would run oil and be lost
when nature intended it to go down
and be stored or held to whatever
depth the rain would percolate.
Then by capillary attraction it
would come back up through the
same soil to supply plant life with
e can assist nature nut
moisture.
If we work contrary we make a mis
take. The credit for success must
largely be given to his manner of
harmonizing the soil, tne air ana
moisture by causing each of them to
perform certain things toward each
other tnat nature intended them i0
do and which any one or two of them
could not perform alone. Mr. Campbell's greatest success arises from the
fact that he plows his lanu six 10
sowing nis
n ne months ahead o
crop and every time a rain falls he
iwu oi
stlrrs the surrace ana Keeps soil
on
three Inches of fine mellow
the surface, so that it is always in
condition to inhale the nitrogen from
the air.
v llson
I
neree with Secretary
when he says that It Is worth mil
year
to tne
lions of dollars every
farmers if they will only take advan
tage of It. Thh is what Mr. Camp bell Is doing. This is nis success exInlned in a nutshell and yet in nis
manual he gives no credit to the nitrogen that has done more for his
system than anything else and he
nrim ns to be carefu and cot con
found his system with summer fallowing, which Is the term given in
England and yet the fertility of the
soil In that country is better today
than it was one. two or five hundred
years ago.
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Tin-dello-

Am! cattle have reduced the basin of
(lly Klrlinnl Lloyd .Jones)
the beautiful spring to a
Secretary of the Aorlation.
vandal hands have carried o(T the
a? humble cabin wherein a giant soul
The Lincoln Farm association
organized and Incorporated under thej was born, and utter neglect surrounds
law of the estate of New York erly the first home of the great American
In the month of February. 1?6. by a "Man of Sorrows."
roup of patriotic trltlzi-.-who beHeallzlng this neglect. and that
lieved that the people of our country this farm birthplace was to be treathould, through attlliating with this ed with still greater Indignity, by the
organisation, develop the farm In exploitations of speculators, for vuln which gar show and unwholesome popularLarue county, Kentucky.
Abraham Lincoln wa born, Into a ity, the association secured the farm
park.
national
under the auctioneer's hammer, and
The association, prior to its Incor- now holds It In trust for the nation.
poration, acquired the title of this It simply saw the opportunity, which
historic farm, consisting of one hun- no one else seemed desirous of takdred and ten acres. The association ing, to protect this shrine from furtiopes to develop this property Into ther vandalism, and It desires to turn
an attractive park, embellished by It over to the people of the United
museum
and properly States, to be held forever by them as
historical
monumented so that It nmy be com- a garden spot In the nation's history,
plete for dedication on the 12th day a trystlng-plac- e
whence north and
of February. li3. which will be the south, east and west may llnd the
centennial of the birth of the great Inspiration of national unity and a
war president. The association has patriotic righteousness.
a growing
already recovered the cabin In which witness that the "dark und bloody
Lincoln was born, which was taken ground" Is no longer, and that the
Crom the property some years ago by "border" state has become the central
a speculative showman, who put '.t state. As a patriotic park the Linon exhibition at several of the promi- coln farm will differ widely from our
nent fairs throughout the country.
other national park-"- , such as GettysThe Lincoln Farm association be- burg. L'hikamauga. Missionary Kidge.
lieve that the work of building this Vicksburg. and others, in that it will
farm Into a national memorial should ever express our national unity rather
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vStatexnent of Its Work and Purposes
By RICHARD LLOYD JCNES,

Tins

SAYS

EVENING

WINE
OF

ial

CAM

Capital and surplus, $too,ooo

INTEREST

ALLOWED

With Amp'

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

Man and Unaurpaaaatf Facilities.

Extends to Depositor Erery Proper Accommodation,
New Account! Capital, $ H0, 000. 00.

and

Sollclta

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Caahler; W. J.
Johnson. Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna. A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.
DEPOSITOIIX .FOH THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RX.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

MEW MEXICO

JOSHUA 8. RATNOtDS
M. W. FLOURNOY

frank
R. A.

PtmUmi

preaJdeail
Caahl
Aaalatant Cashier
Director

yic

mcksk

FROST

H. F. RATNOLD8

U. a.
POITORY
Aotnorlied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka 4 Santa Fe

$5OO,O0t.M

I2&9.000.M
Railway Canpaay

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business; and with the
assurance on our part

that it will be Kept
STRICTLY

PRIVATE

$tate National BamR
ALBUQUERQUE
&

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

0

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

CROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
REALLY RELIABLE SHINGLES
cannot bo excelled for roofing no matter what
house top covering is proposed. We said "really
reliable shingles" advisedly because
that kind Isn't to be had every day
everywhere. A glance at one bunch
in this yard will show you whera to
get the rainproof kind. See us for
shinglus.
new-fangl- ed

i

i

r- -

:u v

j

t- -

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Corner Third and Marquette

0HCOOOOOeOC
"OLD RELIABLE."
f

cr

ESTABLISHED 1871.

ai itaii!--!

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries Id
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette

Fttole

Roofing

Albuquerque, New Mexico

T

U

17.
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Special

great holding company Is forming,
which will take over I nton Pacific
security Investment. These Investment. Including 90 million dollars of
Southern I'Hiilic stock, exceed 2"')'
million dollars.
None of the stories was otllclallyl
confirmed, but the advance in the
price of I'nlon Pacific stock left Wall
street slrongly of the opinion that
some Important,
favorable develop
ment is pending.
reports
regarding the
One of the
formation of a holding company was
that Its stock would be able to pay
yearly dividends of 4 to 6 per cent.
I'nlon Pacific stock, divorced of Its
security investments, would be placed. It was said, on a 6 per cent yearly dividend basis Instead of 10 per
cent as now. The holding company's
stock would bo distributed as a "melon" to the I'nlon Padllc's stockholders.

Rubber
Tired
Folding

Go-Car-

ts

$2.50 and up
HeywooJ - Wakefield and
Make
Fulton
happy children. Don't fall
to see the $2.50 cart.
W.V. FrutrelleFurniture Co
Go-Car- t..

SANTA

Cor. Coal and Second

axaoaxoaoaoaoaxaaoaoaoaoaoaoaxsa
care of the fruit which was actually
picked and ready for shipment.
If
this Is done, It Is stated, a great
hardship and great financial loss will
result, as much fruit will rot.
The
commission Is asked to Issue an order
which will insure the fruit growers
enough cars to take care of their
shipments promptly.

TOOOOOOOOOOOOCJOOOOOOCCXXO

RAILROAD!

Department!

i

RAILROADS MOVE SLOWLY
IN ORDERING STEEL HAILS.
. Chicago, May 4.
Disposition of the
railroads to curtail expenditures Is
manifested strikingly by the paucity
or orders for steel rails.
The steel
companies have opened their books
for orders for 108 delivery, but It has
not been attended with the ruwh of
several years pa.st. The Pennsylvania
made Inquiries for 153,000 tons.
In
1803 Jt booked orders for 202,000 for
delivery In 1904. When the Illinois
Steel company opened Its books In
1906 for deliveries In 1907, It was so
oversold for the then current year
that It had to transfer orders for
150,000 tons to the Carnegie company.
and a few weeks sufficed to fill Its
books with orders for 1907 delivery
Thus far It has not reported any or.
ders taken for 1908 delivery.
The
western roads especially are going ex
tremely slow about booking any or- uers lor future delivery.

H. Wullut. a railroader hailing
from Kansas City, transacted business In Albuquerque yesterday.
I. T. Planter, a railroad man running between La Junta and this city,
stopped at the Alvarado laxt night.
O. H. Moure, agent for the Santa
Fe refrigerator lines, with headquarters at La Junta, was In the city yesterday.
Joseph L. Normon, Jr., connected
with the construction department of
the Santa Fe at Helen, N. M., up to
Thursday, stopped over In Albuquerque last night. Mr. Normon expects
to go to Kansas City tonight.
general
formerly
E. E. Styner,
manager tf the Mexican Central, Is
111
with
now lying dangerously
Brlght's disease at the home of his
at
Styner,
O.
J.
father. Postmaster
Montmorencl, Ind. Mr. Styner Is one SANTA FE HO AltD OFFERS
STOCKHOLDERS XEW BONDS.
of the best known railroad men in
Mexico.
New York, May 4. Following a
meeting of the directors of the AtchiASSOCIATION' FAVORS
son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
SAFETY CAIl SIGNAL. company held here .it was announced
Chicago, May 4. The recent meetholders of the common and pre
ing of the American Hallway associ- that
ferred stock will be privileged to
ation in this city devoted much at- scribe for an amount of the ten-ye- sub
tention to safety devices, one of
per cent
gold bonds of
which, the cab signal, meets with so the companyconvertible
equal to 12 per cent of
company
a
with
much approval that a
holdings.
respective
their
bonds
capital of $3.0(tO,dOO has been organ- will be convertible prior toTheJune
1
ised to promote Its general adoption. 1913, at the option of holders. Into
Members of the American association common stock of equal par value.
say the device Is the most Important The subscription price of the bonds
the Interstate commerce commission will be part and accrued Interest, pay.
will be asked to investigate for gen- able 30 per cent at time of subscrlp.
eral adoption.
Hon, So per cent between January 3
and January 10, 1908, and 35 per
SANTA FE Tt ABANDON
between June 5 and June 1U,
BRIDGE AT THE NEEDLES. cent
1908.
Kan Francisco, May 4. The Santa
The subscription period begins July
Fe is to abandon its bridge over the 5 and
ends July 10, 1907.
The total
Colorado river at Needles and build amount
of bonds offered to sharehold-- '
one further down stream as part of ers is $26,060,967.
proceeds
of
a new route into California for fas, the issue will be usedThe
to pav for new
pa.ssenger and freight service.
The equipment, including straightening
of
abandonment also means that the curves and reduction of grades on the
portion of the present main line be- Panhandle division, and for constructween Amboy on the Mojave desert tion.
and Ash Fork, Ariz., will also be
abandoned for fast service Into and TRAINMEN CLEARED
out of California because of the heavy
OF WRIX'K ( II UCt.K.
grades. The new bridge Is to cro.-iLos Angeles. May 4. Conductor
the
.nL'ado at Salome.
Humble and Engineer Kelly, the .men
In charge of 'the traiin that ran Into
T. P. ENGINE MEN OFT
Pomona special on the Huena
INC It EASE IN WAGES. the
Vista street bridge about two months
El Paso, Texas, May 4. The en- ago
caused the (tenths of five
gineers and fireen of the Texas & Pa- men. and
were held blameless for the ac
cific have been granted at least wine cident
and have been discharged.
f the raises in wages asked for at
In making
his decision Justice
the conference they held with the Stevens
that he did not feel that
high officials of the road In Dallas Homble said
be held .to blame for
should
last week.
accident, because he was carrying
As the Brotherhood of Engineers the
at the time of the colat the out hisandduties
had no delegate from El Pa-sthat the evidence submitted
conference. It Is Impossible to learn lision
a
as
to whether or not the
left
doubt
Just what raises were granted the en- tower at the crossing
of the Southern
gineers, but William Witholder, the Pacific and Santa Fe tracks
had ever
switch engineer of this city, who went been officially denominated a.s
Tower
to Dallas to represent the Brother- No. 1, as mentioned In the dispatch
hood of Firemen, has returned and handed to the conductor and enginreports quite a number of concession eer.
won by the firemen.
only do these facts concern
Passenger firemen get a raise of 10 Mr."Not
Homble," he said, "but they are
cents mi the hundred miles and arj applicable
to Mr. Kelly as well.
The
relieved of cleaning up the locomo signal at the
lower Hhowed a clear
tives.
engineer
taktrack.
If
the
had
been
Freight firemen get a raise of 20 ing a chance of getting to
another
cents on the hundred miles.
or some other location along
Hostlers get a raise of $1U a month; siding
track,
the
of
both
which the evidence
switch engineers. $11 a month, and failed to bring
out, he would have
twitch firemen. $7. SO a month.
been guilty of manslaughter in ease
of an accident. Hut I don't believe
BANDITS ON SNTA FE
show any crime
MAIL TItAlX t'AITl RED. the fads brought out
Streator, 111., May 4. Five masked committed and so I will discharge th"
against
eases
both
of
the men."
men with handkerchiefs
lied over
their faces were taken from the blln HARRIMAN MAY LEAVE
baggage 'f the Santa Fe fast train
UNION PACIFIC ROD.
No. 1, westbound, Ihursdav morn
New York. May 4
Wall street has
ing, after a battle with revolvers, in
that K. H. Harriman Is soon
which Charles Dephard of Cincinnati, ato rumor
resign the presidency of the
n
was
through the spine. His four
Pacific railway. There was no
companions were captured.
nor
confirmation
denial.
There has
During the night the police here
been a great deal of criticism of late
received a telephone message statin-- ; concerning
managethe
Harriman
were
on the train ment
that five bandits
and today's report had the efand that an attempt was to be made fect
of
sending
the stock up four
to rub the mail. A detail of officers points.
This rise, no doubt, was
surrounded the train on Its arrival greatly encouraged
by a second ruhere. Three of the men made an
that some of the present direceffort to escape, when the police mor
are to step out, to be succeeded
opened fire, Lephard being the only tors
by Morgan-Hi- ll
men, and that a
one hit by a bullet.
gave
prisoners
their
The four
names us William Horner and John
H.mlison, both of Chicago: Frank
Anderson of Kansas City, and Tony
Trenhausen of Cincinnati. All were M
masked when taken.
IMMK.lt W IS INDK F.D TO
T.
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Present t. Ariz., May 4.
ately after midnight Wednesday the
Santa Fe management retired from
the Phoenix .V Eastern
railroa I,
which was taken In charge by the
Southern Pacific officials. All of the
rolling stock was removed to the S.
F., P. & P. lines and replaced with
engines and cars from the Southern
Pacific, and the road Is now in operation under the direction of C. M.
Scott, superintendent, who is also superintendent of the Maricopa & Phoenix, connecting Phoenix with the main
line of the Southern Pacific at Maricopa Wells.
The entire trnin service was replaced with Southern Pacific employes and the train crews will be
given places on the S. F., P & P. and
operated lines.
Conductor T. W.
Sprott, Hrakemen J. C. Woods and
George Marsh, with Engineer W. L.
Lyle and Fireman Frank Draper, arrived here from the Phoenix & Eastern and will be followed by another
crew.
Members of the deposed train
crews state that they are delighted to
return to this city, and prefer employment on the S. F., P. & P. to the
Phoenix & Eastern, under the
giving as reasons that
the climate ulong the northern lines
was more enjoyable during the summer month and the further reason
that the wages paid In the Southern
Pacific train service were not as high
as on the Santa Fe lines.

SWEDISH

EVANGELISTS
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THE
Anderson, While ltcprcss'iitlng
l.theII. Swedish
Evangelical Covenant,
I

oiiml a Golil Producer In Alaska
but He nml His Partner
.Must Give it I p.

Washington. 1). C. May 4. Nels O.
Hulteberg and the Swedish Evangelical Covenant of America are to have
the major part of the 1 million dollars' worth of gold mined in Alaska
by P. H. Anderson and Claes W.
Johnson, according 1o a decision of
the supreme court today. Johnson
lost his suit to keep the gold, in the
Illinois supreme court and appealed
to the federal supreme court, which
held that it had no Jurisdiction, hence
the Illinois decision must stand.
The ca.se reaches back to the first
discovery of gold in Alaska, and
hinges on the point whether a missionary sent Into ihe northern wilds
to make converts for his church was
likewise acting for his church when
These
he staked out mine claims.
claims have been developed Into highly profitable gold mines.
In 1X3 Mr. Hulteberg was engaged by the Swedish Evangelical covenant to rfo to Cape Nome as a missionary for the society. His assistant In
H. Anderson.
P.
Oolovin bay was
Just before returning Mr. Hultebers
found a "pocket" of gold, and say
that he Is Ihe discoverer of the Nome
gold region.
He located his claim
and left it In the care of Mr. Anderson, whom he grubstaked, with the
understanding, he said, that it was to
be held In trust for the church society.
to
Mr. Hulteberg did not return
Alaska until 1SH9. He found that in
his absence Mr. Anderson nail staked out nine claims adjoining th"
original claim.
Mr. Anderson had
taken Into partnership with him Dr.
(iaes W. Johnson, of Chicago, who
was acting physician for the Swedish mission society.
In five years the mines. It Is said,
yielded Il.3n0.000 worth of gold. In
1!04 action was begun by the Swedish
get the
to
Evangelical covenant
worth of the gold mined and the
mine.
The case had a Kansas end. Anderson tried to give 7.ri,"ou toward
the building of a Swedish Kvangellcal
college In McPherson, whereupo.i
Hulteberg had the payment stopped
because the money was involved ia
the litigation in Illinois.
Call at our store, please, for a frpe
sample of Dr. Shoop's "Health Cofyour
fee.'' If real coffee disturbs
stomach, yuiir heart or kidneys, then
trv this Clever Coffee imitation. While
Dr. Slump has very closely matched
old Java and Mocha Coffee in flavor
and taste, yet he has not even a single grain of real coffee in it. Dr.
Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation Is
made from pure toasted grains or
cereals with malt, nuts, etc. VOu will
surely like Health Coffee. Sold ,y c.
N. P.rlgham.
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BETTER

Just a Word

THAN THE BITTERS
Wlicn tlio digestion Is Impaired, appetite poor, bowels, constipated, liver
and kidneys weak and it. active or
sleep restless, you cannot tii i a pui-e- r
or safer mnrdy than the famous

m
I4H

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

Hostetter's
Stomach
Bitters

fO STUMAUH
4k

I.

Have you purchased ycur nmmer tuit?
If not, be fair with jour f th s time and read care
fully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit here's ycur chance.
A complete line of garments
that for tyle. nobby
patterns, fit, workmanship and nt.irlng qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by

You
a:i easily
prove this by trying a bottle at
once. F. r over 53
year i; has been
proving its merit
in case
Sick

seven.

Kohn Brothers

of

UNION

lleadmiic.

Poor pHMltc,
Flntulcncy.
Indigestion,
.

ciiicmm

MDE CLOTHING.

An opportunity to get such exceptional value seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on the?e garment!.
12.00 to 2.Y0.
furnishings.
We've a complete line of
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just
right."
right" priced "Just
You'll find them here
right."
t

1'y-pcjx.ia-

Female Ills

or Malaria,

te

Fever ntnl Anie.
The genuine has
lYIvaie s t n in i
over neck.

"Jt

MAN Furnishing
DELL

M.

INSISTED THAT STRONG

Fine Clothing &

SHOULD BE PUT OFF
liETAIlELAS EN EL
V ALI.E DEL NAPF.STA

AT BUFFALO

s

While the members of the Ismalia
temple of Buffalo, N. Y., were buy
making the acquaintance of the local
Shriners Thursday night, In the temporary reception room at the Alvarado, the conductor appeared in tile
door and shouted:
"All 'board of Ismalla special."
Just at that minute Frank H.
Strong, who acted as badge manager
for Ballut Abyad, was presenting an
Albuquerque badge to Mrs. E. J.
Danse, .the pretty wife of Dr. Danse.
coroner of Buffalo, X. Y.
As she
dashed out of the door she called
back:
"When you come to Buffalo, be sure
and have them put you off there. If
you can't remember me, why think of
'Put Me Off at Buffalo.' "
"I sure will," called back Strong,
who has been a very busy noble during the week, distributing badges and
meeting the visitors.
A Narrow Esec.
Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk.
Mo., had a narrow escape four years
ago when he ran a Jlmson bar Into
his thumb. He says: "The doctor
wanted to amputate it but I would
not consent. I bought a box of Buck-lln- s
Arnica Salve and that cured the
dangerous wound." 2jc at all
G. W.

Nerrssiinn 1.000 Operniios
mi Desaljc jr Cultlvo.

Para

Wonderful Enema Curp.
"Our little boy had ecsema for five
years," writes N. A. Adams, Henrietta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors
said the case was hopeless, his lungs
being affected.
We then employed
other doctors but no benefit resulted.
By chance we read about electric bitters; bought a bottle and soon noticed Improvement . We continued
this medicine until several bottles
were used, when our boy was completely cured." Best of all blood medicines and body building health tonics.
Guaranteed at all druggists. 50c

,

1200 REWARD.
j

It offered for the capture of A
timo Pettlne, the murderer of Ben

detto Berardinelll. Crime was
mitted In Albuquerque Monday,

comFeb--I

ruary 4.
Veintlcinco mil acres transplantados
companla "American Beet
C. A. and C. GRANDE).
Sugar Company" por los cultivadores
que moran cerca de Pueblo, Fowler,
Maninnola, Kocky Ford, Las Animas,
Prowers. Lamar y Amity. 8e necesl-tara- n
varios miles de hombres y
and CURE
LUNC8
para el trabajo en los cam-po- s
de betabeles.
Los cultivadores
pagaran 15 centavos la hora por el
WITH
trabajo dlarlo; pero los contratos por
acre para el desalje, el cultlvo y la
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
cosecha es mas preferlble y mas
para el operarlo. El trabajo
empiezara probalemente temprano en
LIVERT. SALE, FEED AND
el me de mayo. Los operarlos se
0NSUMPT10N
Price
TRANSFER 8TABLES.
su proplo allmento y hospe-dajOUGHSa)
60c $1.00
Indivlduos o families Uegando Horses and Mules Bought and
OLDS
Frta Trial.
al Valle del Napesta como a medlados
de mayo, encontraran bastante trabaSurest and Quickest Car for all
jo remunerative.
Para mas lnforma-clo- n BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
THROAT and LUNO TROUBescribanse a "American Beet Second Street, between Railroad and
LES, or MONET BACK.
Sugar Company, Kncky Ford, Colo., o
Copper
Avenue.
Lamar. Colo.
AMERICAN BEET SlT.AR COMPANY. KOCKY FORD. COLO.
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
AMERICAN BEET SUGAR COMPA-

para la

os

t KILLthe COUGH
ths

Dr. linn;' S

Nov Discovery

cen-tajo- so

pro-curar- an
e.

NY. LAMAR.

Thos. F. Keleher

COLO.

o

DEVOES READY PAINT
Piles get quick and certain relief
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment. One Gallon Cover 000 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Please note It Is made alone for Piles,
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
and Its action Is positive and certain.
Itching, painful, protruding or blind
piles disappear like magic by Its use.
406 W0$t Railroad Avna
Large nickel-cappe- d
glass Jars 60c.
Sold by all dealers.

Thry ovarcAmo WeaJmaM, trTg
tariff aodomiai.oiutirwravifrur'
and banivii "pain of manutma
tion." Tny r "1.11
to frlrtf it wom&nbood, aUUnir da
velnrmrnt of orirani aard body. Not
known rrnitrriy tor woman 01 alt
xw ''"' vannoc no narm ma
m

8v?r'

roa

ar
dKa;irlt,
&,

V1
w.ctimM
nrMiir. by
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ANN A BOM

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Building

A.

Announcement

e.

WALKER
nmm

IN9URANCK

jJ

Secretary Mutual Bnilding Aiaoci
Having acquired an Interest in the
tlon. Office at 217 West RallrMtV
Plumbing
and Heating avenue.
Standard
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will in
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the instal
latlon of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

W. E. MAUGE1

jjjyr

work of the expert is the rc'ult cf

VJOOL

KEITH'S KONQUERQR SHOES FOR MEN

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

are recojmized as leaders in style, fit, comfort and economy. They have behind them the workmanship which
36 yeais' experience alone can give.
Our Stag Shoe, here represented, is sure to please. It
is a latent Celt Oxford, light, dressy and serviceable.

TOTI A OK API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fins Line of Imported Wines Llqnors- and Cigars. Place your orders fo
this line with us.
NORTH TH.ItD BT.

PRICE, $3.50
I'rcMoii It.

keiili

Co.,

'

Maker-- .

I'.rocliton, Mns. sold by WILLI
c II
I'I.IX.

with Jtaube and Manger
Of flee. 115 North First 8a.
ALIitQlEKQUE, N. H.

M

Every Woman
m

uitrrmiiea ana iDoaia know
uuui uw wuiiuarrai

RVELWhirlinaSDrav
on ronvrn- innt. li cimui
unsuuuy.
B--

vonr dnmlMfnt lt.

Aba

A. C. lUI.H KI. mid JOHN s. MITCHELL invite their li lends to make
New Mexico headquarter- - at

If ba cannni uptiiy the
ai'ifpt no
otlipr. l,nt at'iin BtaiiiD fur
-llliutrmted book
alil. It aiv
full uarUraltra ajiii iliwtumi In.
ftlllalilt. ta laaia- - M 411 1 Kl. I'll.

H1RVEL,

The Hollenbeck Hotel

4

tut SI4 Mnat,

Your friendsl.:p and patronage i appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop ut the Holjenbei k door.

MEN AND WOMEN.
Un Big i for onnatortl
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MrtOMF.
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Meat Market
Fresh and Bait Matau
Steam Sanaa Re Factory.
EMIT, KXIENWORT
Masonic Building. North Third Btrsr
All Kinds of

B. A. SLEYSTER

MW lVMk.

Los Angeles, California

THIRD STREET

trrllslioD or nice ration
or iioooii mtinbrinH,
or MDi in lin wrpr.
br iprM, prepaid, for
W, or DOIIIV
2.70.
C.rculu fteut on rtiiiMt.

VI

INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT1
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and 14 eromwell Block;
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 111.
Give us your ROUGH DRY wor.
Monday, and get it back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.
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New

in soi hivi.st
m:iti.i:
May 4. The railroad- -

York.

of the southwest are planning a imve

method fur encouraging Immigration
from Europe. They propose to sell
farms conditionally to people whJ
they think will make good settlers.
ami then transport them under the
guidance of a
agent fnun their
homes on the continent to their new
home somewhere In Texas or around
Interested in the movement
there.
are the Texas lines, the Could line
the Harriman lines and Hock Island
line-- -.
passeng,
John Sebastian,
rattle manager of the Hock Island
Fn-i- "
system, lias alreadv establish'-- .
a jr.irnhcr of
in Europe, and
of the trnfli.' depart-!in-iJ. M. John-oof the Gould mads, is In Europe
iio. making similar arrangements.

1

ag.-neie-

n.

:i

IT F It
It II.HO DS HV Willi:.
1. C, May 4. The
California fruit growers paid $0 in
telegraph tolls one day recently to g.-a .ompl.iint before the Interstate coin-nie- r.
e eommissinn and secure a quick
.'.earing. It was the first ea-- e ever
.1 tiifoie
than body by telegraph,
a pre-c- i
at.d the commission estatili-he.- l
phi
ill i,t by accepting the
coin plaint and setting an early dale
for a hearing.
tMii or more of the comin!s.-i"!,-e1

111

IT

.Ilo Fits
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A

n,

teW-gr-

rs

will go

Los Angeled on May IS
to ascertain
testimony

t"

and take
whether the railroads are crippling
'he fruit Industry of that state by a
new rule retain. to furnishing
citrus fruit shipments fnun California last year amounted to nmi,:-iha32. 000 cars, and those tiling the
icrni-Jalpstate that they control over
"o ,y : cent of trie shipments.
u log to tire prevailing car Mioil-t.gthe Santa Fe and the Southern
issued a rule that they would
furnnh only tuftident car to tak"?
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its Location
BELEN' IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN" LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEA DIN ! EAST AND
W EST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2'xHO
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 60 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEY.'! 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK V. I) ' ' HAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING tl 000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB: A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

COME

TO BELEN, H. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

T

to

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
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BECKER,
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WM. M. BERBER,
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FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TKAIXS OF THE SANTA rE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIV LINE THROTGH TO HELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

U

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

B

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-
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MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

II

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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ALKUQOERQUE

rAGa inGin.

PERSONAL
4.
Partly
May
Colo..
Ii.'tiv.T.
cloudy tonUhit nnd Sunday with rain
or sunn in imrth portion; warmer
tonight.

CANVAS OXFORDS

For MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN
They are yi::i. they !; eiv vs tl:- f t ir.d
they weir v -- 'i. Mile :!. n much orj .is the
-;
t
f.; .v..l h M
xpn'- -
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Men's Graj Cunt 114 Oxford
Women's While Canva Oxford
Women's Gray Canvas Oxford
Children's White Canvas Oxford

.
.

llpwis

.$1.50 to 92.00
.$1.50 to $2.00
.
.85 to $1.15

made to 'ancord the family a
proper congregational
welcome as
soon as they have had time to become settled.
Mr. Mimi has purchased the Fan- residence on the
Highlands and It is his Intention to
make the same his permanent home.
Rev. Geo. B. Varney, superintendent of Baptist missions In New Mexico, arrived on train No. 1 last evening, and will preach at the Baptist
church tomorrow morning and evening. He has Just been on a tour Including Baton, Santa Fe and other
points north, anil leaves Monday
evening for the Navajo Indian reservation. He will look after the mission work among the Indians during
the week and return to preach here
again on the 12st instant.
About seventy members of Albuquerque council No. 641. will leave
lute tonight for Las Cruces. where
a new council will be Instituted Into
the order tomorrow. The local drill
team, under the direction of Attorney o. N. Marron. will have charge of
the Initiation.
Mr. Marron will be
assisted by the drill team of El Paso.
P. F. McCaiina, (J. N. Marron. Marcus Kelly, Ultphant, Schelley and Mr.
Naylon and Frank IJuinn are among
the most prominent Knights expected
to go on the pilgrimage.
A delegation from Prescott and Phoenix and
different pitrts of the territory will
also attend.
At the commencement exercises of
the lulled States Indian school at
Santa Fe. held on Thursday evening,
thlrteeo Indian boys and girls were
graduated. An audience which filled
the spacious entertainment hall witnessed the proceedings, which, besides
the contributions
of the students
themselves. Included several musical
numbers and an Interesting address

T. Y.

MAYNARD

MEAT

CO.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING

JEVV

8

I

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH MONT

SOUTH SECOND ST.

k

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
Groceri

Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil
,

The Champion
622-82-

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

321-32-

4

Grocery

MATTEUCCI BROS.
W. TIJeras Ave.
Phone SL

HARDWARE

GO.

Tinners

W.R.R. Ave.

3

Go.

Alaska Refrigerators
;our

Savin
Ice Pads

Line of

White

i

Ice
Cream

the
most
complete
in the city
is

Freezers

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Ho3e Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

E

X

G

rill..

Water

mm

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
OUffiMdi, Wateae. Jewelry, Cat liiast. Clorta. Silverware.
or irtd and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

Spring

t;Jtrztrjr

AVE.
W

tnvlU

FlMt SAIJB CHE VP
FILLING DIRT
I OR FILLING.
SPRINGER TRANSFER CO.

$ i. oo to $6.oo a Suit

M

ll.I.INIClx'V

New Line Just Received

We Say to You

MISS

C P. CRANE

3 1 2 North Second Street
Specialty of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING,

Something new in town.
A moderate price for a fit.

Smart Clothes.
The proof. Try on. A pleasure.
Stein-Bloc- h

GOLD!

FULL DRESS SUITS FOR SALE OR FOR RENT

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

lSMmM6!

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

Ifi'
fJ'

Spring Lamb

122 South Second

I
j

AVE.

Q
O

O
Q

HERMAN

8

Arno & Coal

Copyright

s

Hart Schaffher

Ready here for you,
all wool, correct in
style and fit.
If you are in need of
a FullDrass or Tuxedo
suit it is not necessary
for you to go to a

tailor shop, they are
here in the II. S. & M.
make and we can save
you $20.00 or more on
a suit.

1907 by

Marx

1 1

ZWEI6ART

H

PROPRIETOR

."

ELERS

Any man who wears
one of our Hart Schaff-ne- r
& Mar Tuxedo or
full dress suits will get
that kind of a verdict
' 'Perfectly Dressed. "

MARKET

Cov-erdal-

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

iw.

cl

i

.Moi-rlsbu-

GEO. IV. HICKOX

4.

g

be-li-

play the liarelas
team at Traction park tomorrow afternoon.
John A. Gordon, a business man
of Gallup, was In the city yesterday
on business.
Joe Valdes. a resilient of Kurt Win-gatN. M., arrived In the city this
morning to transact business.
The sales of curios at the Alvarado
store have been very large the last
few days as a result of the visiting
Shriners.
E. L. Itrown. a well known shoe
salesman, arrived here this morniiiK.
ipgisterlng at Sturges' European from
,
Las Vegas.
Col. G. W. Pritchard. SuperintendJ. V. Keys, chief engineer of con- by
Clinton J. Cranda-.- presided over
struction fir the .Santa Fe at Helen. ent
the
entertainment and Principal
N. M.. arrived in the city this mornHammitt made the opening speech.
ing.
Prof. W. K. Garrison, principal of
ig.
K. P. Mailer, a tourist from
tlie Santa Fe high school and presideOntario, stopped over in
nt-elect
the normal college at
last night, enroute to the Las Vegas,of presented
the diplomas
ratine coast.
and made gome appropriate remarks.
Special sale Saturday at Mrs.
was pronounced by
The
milliner parlors. I!'.'" West Ilev. benediction
R. Dve, rector of the Chilrch
(Sold avenue.
per cent off on all of theW.Holy
Faith.
trimmeil goods.
A notice has been issued by Judge
Information wanted Sorrel horse
Abbott of the district court that the branded T Over U on fore leg. strayed
Jury for the trial of civil cases, now from 2(15 South Walter street at 11
on docket, will be culled on May 16. o'clock this morning. Please
phone
Telegraph office. Reward. H.
Dr John Menaul, an old resident l'ostal
W.
Caiitrlll.
of Albuquerque, but now of Hinton,
okla., stopped over in this city today
NOTK H TO (O.MilAL'TOItS.
for a short visit with relatives and
I. the undersigned, will receive profriends.
posals for the erection and compleThe American Lumber Company tion of a jail and a court house buildbaud will give two free concerts to- ing to be erected In the town
of Galmorrow, the first In the afternoon at lup, N. M., for McKinley county,
N.
"Kractlon park, and the second at the M. A certified check for live hundred
city park at night.
dollars will be required to accompany
W. S. Bennett, of Cardington, Ohio, the proposals, to assure the good
arrived In the city yesterday on one faith of the bidders.
of the Shrlner specials and will stop
J. L. LADRIEBE,
He Architect, Barnett
in Albuquerque for a few days.
Building, AlbuIs being shown the city by C. A. Oilquerque, N. M.
man.
Free Band Concert by American
General Charles F. Kasley. attorney
for the Santa Fe Central Hallway at Lumber Company band at Traction
Santa Fe, and well known attorney Park Sunday afternoon.
and democratic orator, spent today in
Albuquerque and will leave tonight
ALIUOlKKOrK AND
BOOST f;LASS
DRINK
OF SOITI1WF.ST-Kltfor the Capital.
& ICK CO.'S IHX'K
The firemen employed oy the Am- l5Ki;it.lmKWKKV
(A
IXDl'STKY).
HOME
erican Lumber company have accepted the Invitation from the Geronlmo
All officers and members of comclub to hold their banquet and ath- pany
are ordered to report at the
letic bout In the Geronimo gym, at armoryG Sunday
morning at 8:30, for
Elks' hall.
B. E. McCabe. formerly day clerk ritle practice. Captain B. Ruppe.
at the Sturges' hotel, and during the
Free
Concert by American
last few weeks night clerk, has taken Lumber Band
Company band at Traction
his old position again. Edward Joyce, Park Sunday afternoon.
day clerk, and formerly night clerk,
Is night clerk again.
TOMORROW T1IF. (OMMIUS
W. R. Brown, the popular south- HCyrFL SFKVF.S
BIG DINNER
western freight and passenger agent OF CHICKEN AND DIMIMJXGS,
for the Santa Fe, whose headquarters AND SPRING I. Will. II' VOl
are at El Paso, arrived 'here this HAVE NEVER BEEN THERE, GO
morning after making a short tour AND TRY THEM. THEY II AVE
over the coast lines.
THE REITTATION OF SER ING
Mrs. C. H. Connor left this morn- THE BEST MEALS TO BE HAD IN
ing for Los Angeles. Cat., where she AI.Bl Ol'ERQl'E.
.
o
L. R.
will be the guest of Mrs.
Comfortable slippers and Julletes
Thompson for a few weeks. On her
return, Mrs. Thompson will accom- for women. They rest the feet and
pany her to Albuquerque, where Mr. take the biggest part of drudgery out
and Mrs. Thompson will make their of your housework. At the same
time they look neat and dainty. Prices
home in the future.
range from $1.10 to 12.00. C. May's
John Lambert, a retired iron and shoe
store, 1 4 West Railroad avenue.
steel magnate, and at present a director of the Kansas City Southern
Ice
pure
guaranteed
Loudon's
Albuquerrailroad, passed through
que this morning on bourd his- pri- cream at Vanu's.
vate car "Joliet.'' Mr. Lambert and
The 'Women's Christian Temperhis family of three have been spend- ance
home of
Cal., Mrs. union will200meet at the
ing the winter at Pasadena,
Palmer.
North High street,
where they have a winter home.
tomorrow at'ternoonat 2:30. A good
Thomas Hughes and wife received attendance is desiretT
a letter today from Ashtabula, Ohio,
o
announcing the arrival on May 1 of
FOR SALE
boy baby at the home of
a
SOME MORE
Mr. ami Mrs. Clarence French.
Mrs.
DIRT
French will be remembered in Albu4 'HEAP
querque as Miss Elizabeth
Hughes.
DIRT
Mr. French was an employe of the
SPRINGER TRNI ER l O.
John Becker company at Helen for
several years.
SOUTHWESTTHE LAST
Frank Ijuinn, formerly a resident ERN BREWERY & ICE 4 O.'S I MM K
of this city, and now proprietor of a BEER TODW.
shoe store at Plalnvlew, Texas, arrivwith clean
ed here last night. Mr. Quinn in to WANTED Good men.
records, ni agents for the Colorado
be married to Miss M. Blueher at the
National Life Assurance Company.
bride's home in Old Albuquerque on
Liberal contracts and good terriWednesday
of next
week, after
tory In New Mexico and Arizona
which they will leave on a honeyopen.
Irewltt & Prewltt, Manamoon trip to the east.
Mr. and Mrs.
gers, Commercial Club building.
(Julun will make their permanent
home at Plalnview.
Free Band Concert by American
Right Rev. J. B. Pltaval, bishop of I. umber
Company band at Traction
the diocese of Santa Fe, received his Park Sunday afternoon.
naturalization papers last Thursday
and Is now a citizen of the United
TOMORROW
4'OI.r.MBi:.S
States." The bishop passed his exam- HOTEL SERVES THE
A
RIG
ination in accordance with the law OF 4TII4KEN AND HOI DINNER
PLINGS.
before the clerk of the First Judicial AND SPUING LAMB. IF YOl'
district court. The reverend gentle- HAVE NEVER BEEN THERE. 4iO
man Is a native of France and came AND TRY THEM. THEY H WE
to this country In 1881, taking up th THE REPI I TIOV 4)F SERVING
duties of the priesthood In Santa Fe THE BEST MEVI.S TO BE II D IV
shortly after his arrival.
AI.IU Ol EROl E.
Rev. J. W. Marsh, the new pastor
Our HOUGH DRY work aon's have
of the Congregational church, arrived
here on Thursday evening, together to be washed over. Imperial Launwith his wife and family, consisting dry Co.
of a son and daughter.
He will occupy the pulpit both morning and WANTED Position as job compositor In good office. First class man,
evening.
Mr. Marsh is a welcome
Don't drink and can give best of
addition to the clerical circles of Al
references. Man of family. Would
buquerque, as his former five-yeprefer to work under contract
term of service in this city gave him
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
a wide and appreciative acquaintance.
La. State salary when writing.
will

e.

11.50
.

4

Emma Lines, of Carthaite. N.
city today shopping.
A. B. Thurston, a resident of Wins-lonrrlveil in the city this morn-
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satisfy tory ;);
are: wA if not give them a
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trial an-With
our special !y pi -- p
whi' or
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If

at 9:15
ill.
on time.
a.
12:13
at
ni.
at 12:05 a. ni.
at 11:13 a. m.
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EATHER IXMIEC'AST.
3J4WISTRA!L"i?0ADAYE

CITIZEN.

that arrangements are

It Is stated

LOCAL, AND

EVENING

I
I

Phone 185

The Railroad Avenue Clothier
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NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad end Copper Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools
WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

84

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

ft

us.4oi,ne,403,nr.North
mouth rirt at
rirtt atroot

Albuquerque, Nevt Mexico
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Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Horn In
Every time that the proposition presents itsell or tn
urance.
tremendous amount of money that la being sent out of New
Mexico and Arliona for Ufa insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction cornea home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies haa been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It U gratifying to note that home Insurance la year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of business written.
Why cannot this same record be made here?
It can If
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
B CANNOT

Address Home Office,
TICKETS

R.R

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHAN6E0

AuoclMtlon Offlet
TrDiBQtlQDt

Cuaraaitto

ROSENHEIM,

ll8W,fl.

H.

An,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

a

